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Introduction 

On behalf of the North Staffordshire Combined Healthcare NHS Trust 
Communications Team, I am delighted to present this Strategic Review of 
Communications and Engagement.

Combined Healthcare has been on a remarkable journey of improvement and 
transformation in recent years.  The Communications Team have been proud 
to have played a full part in that journey and to have supported the Trust, its 
Board, senior management, frontline staff, service users and stakeholders every 
step of the way.

We are proud to have designed and delivered key aspects of that improvement 
journey, including its brand, SPAR values and Proud to CARE service priorities, 
communications strategy and channels, public affairs and engagement, 
reputation management, internal communications and engagement with staff, 
external communications and engagement with service users, their families and 
stakeholders and events.

We are particularly proud of our innovation in digital and social media - 
including launching the first ever Podcast to be delivered by a frontline provider 
of NHS mental health and substance misuse services.

We were pleased to have been able to deliver a number of successful events, 
including a series of annual staff awards with record involvement and 
attendance, a number of CQC celebration events and the first ever regional 
meeting of the entire national NHS Executive to be hosted by a mental health 
Trust.

We were heartened to see the results of our first ever Communications 
Satisfaction Survey which demonstrated the high regard and appreciation felt 
by our staff, service users and stakeholders for the services and support we 
provide.

We believe that the team genuinely “punches above its weight” and has built a 
deserved reputation across the local and regional NHS for being one of the best 
communications operations in the region.

Over the course of this period, the Trust has seen its public profile and 
reputation grow - both regionally and nationally - culminating earlier this year 
with Combined Healthcare becoming 1 of only 2 specialist mental health NHS 
Providers to be awarded the CQC’s highest rating - Outstanding.

One of our communications tasks in the immediate aftermath of that success 
was to communicate the Trust’s determination to avoid complacency and stress 
its commitment to continue to improve with the aim of becoming “Outstanding 
in ALL we do and HOW we do it’.

That commitment applies to the Communications and Engagement function 
too.  The overall aim of this Strategic Review is to set out - clearly and 
confidently - how we intend to deliver truly Outstanding Communications and 
Engagement - in all we do and how we do it.

The timing of this Strategic Review could not be more opportune - as the Trust 
looks forward to continuing its journey of improvement with a new Executive 
Team and in a new context for the wider NHS as it implements the Five Year 
Forward View.   

This Strategic Review includes our proposals for a major strategic shift in what 
we do and how we do it, including becoming the very best in NHS Social Media, 
our new Listening and Engagement Active Partnerships (LEAP) Programme 
and our new Combined Healthcare Active Stakeholder Engagement (CHASE) 
Programme, integrated with the Trust’s new Partnering Strategy and Diversity 
and Inclusion Strategy.

We also offer for discussion an option to develop the current Communications 
and Engagement function into a revenue generator by building on its 
outstanding success for the Trust through providing services externally as a 
commercial offering to wider NHS, health and care colleagues.

These continue to be exciting and challenging times for North Staffordshire 
Combined Healthcare NHS Trust.  My team look forward with enthusiasm 
and determination to continue to support the Trust, its staff, service users and 
stakeholders to the very best of our abilities.

Joe McCrea
Associate Director of Communications
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Delivering Outstanding 
Communications and Engagement
Executive Summary
This document contains the results of a Strategic Review of Communications and 
Engagement at North Staffordshire Combined Healthcare NHS Trust carried out during 
Summer 2019. 

What the Strategic Review contains

The Strategic Review contains:
• description of what the Communications Team do, together with the services and 

products they deliver;
• confirmation of Communications Objectives, SMART Goals and Outcomes, including 

delivery against aims and next steps for each;
• presentation of results of the 2019 Combined Communications Satisfaction Survey;
• confirmation of how the findings and recommendations of the Strategic Review 

help deliver the Trust’s Vision, Aims and Values;
• detailed explanation of the Strategic Shift being delivered by the updated 

Communications Strategy;
• Active Listening and Communications;
• “We come to you;
• Increasing our reach;
• Patient Stories;
• Increasing the quality and efficiency of the digital estate;

• introduction of our new Listening and Engagement Active Partnerships (LEAP) 
programme;

• introduction of our new Combined Stakeholder Active Stakeholder Engagement 
Programme (CHASE);

• consideration of resources and risks relating to the Communications and 
Engagement function; and

• an option for discussion to develop the current Communications and Engagement 
function into a revenue generator, building on its outstanding success for the Trust 
through providing services externally as a commercial offering to wider NHS, health 
and care colleagues.

The Strategic Review continues the consistent trajectory and builds on the foundations 
laid by:

• The Communications Strategy agreed by the Trust Board in May 2016, which:
• proposed 10 strategic communications and engagement objectives;
• used a SWOT analysis to prioritise areas for improvement;
• analysed the Trust’s audiences using Mendelow’s power-interest matrix; and
• recommended an enhanced in-house capability (now achieved)

• The Communications Delivery Plan 2018-20 agreed by the Trust Board in April 2018, 
which:

• set out 15 SMART service-user orientated goals and outcomes aligned to our 
organisational SPAR Quality Priorities;

• recommended new infrastructure and tools to build capacity, quality and 
effectiveness (now implemented); and

• described new roles and partnerships to build reach and profile.

The implementation of the agreed strategy has taken place in a sustainable fashion over 
the period 2016-19, with documented progress and demonstrable improvements in 
team, brand, narrative, channels, services/capabilities and outcomes being maintained 
year-on-year.

The Communications Delivery Plan 2018-20 responded to the clear and consistent 
feedback obtained from a range of the Trust’s communications and engagement 
activities and structures during 2017-18, including:

• views expressed by the Service User and Carer Council;
• feedback from events such as Open Space events and Team events;
• feedback from staff through liaison with the Communications Team;
• conversations and experience gleaned through joint working with stakeholders 

throughout 2016-18; and
• comments and interaction on social media.

These showed:
• the fundamentals of the Trust’s existing communications and engagement approach 

as set out in the Communications Strategy were sound and fit for purpose;
• there were areas of particular strength that are valued by stakeholders and partners, 

in particular support and promotion for the role of the Service User and Carer 
Council and the Youth Council;

• the improvements made during 2017-18 had been welcome, in particular an 
improved public website, introduction of e-newsletters and greater use in-house of 
video and social media; and

• some aspects of the communications infrastructure were in need of urgent 
attention, in particular a need for a new Intranet.
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The Strategic Review builds upon these insights, particularly through the results of 
a Combined Communications Satisfaction Survey involving staff, service users and 
stakeholders and carried out during July 2019, which showed overall satisfaction is 
high with both communications from the Trust and support from the Communications 
function, but there is a sense that whilst the Trust had been successful in communicating 
Trust-wide messages and the corporate brand, more effort is now needed to achieve 
similar success with promoting activities and achievements at the Team and Directorate 
levels.

Having: 
• reviewed and reaffirmed that the existing Objectives, SMART Goals and Outcomes 

remain fit for purpose;
• taken stock of the continuous process of improvement in capabilities and outcomes 

achieved over the past 3 years;
• been prescient of the significantly changed future landscape and context in the light 

of the successful achievement of CQC Outstanding rating and the arrival of a new 
Executive Team; and

• considered the views of staff, service users and stakeholders contained in the 
Satisfaction Survey 

the Strategic Review therefore:
• keeps what works;
• prioritises areas needing attention; and
• identifies where a small measure of recalibration could be beneficial.

Keeping what works

The Strategic Review avoids proposing change for change’s sake and keeps what has 
been proven to work, specifically by:

• reaffirming the overall strategic objectives set out in the 2016 Communications 
Strategy;

• confirming the SMART goals and outcomes contained in the 2018-20 Delivery Plan; 
and

• noting the overall positive endorsement by frontline staff, service users and 
stakeholders of the Communications Team function, support and performance.

Priority areas for attention

Reviewing progress in implementing the 2018-20 Delivery Plan, and taking into account 
the findings of the Satisfaction Survey, the Strategic Review suggests the following areas 
need priority attention and can be delivered without the need for extra investment:

• complete the implementation and population of the Trust Intranet (CAT);
• introduce a new staff directory and events calendar on CAT;
• a particular focus on supporting recruitment and retention;
• increase promotion and profile of contribution made to Combined by our 

consultants and medics, partnership with universities, student placements and 
research activities;

• improve the current function on CAT for supporting Trust Policies and Procedures;
• improve profile and promotion of the overall Trust’s overall commitment and actions 

to being open, including Freedom to Speak Up Guardians and Dear Peter;
• improve the quality and currency of information available about Trust Teams and the 

new locality structure on both CAT and the Trust public website;
• increase the use of video, digital and social media friendly material and content;
• develop a comprehensive set of core templates, style guides and support materials 

to enable Teams to be more self-sufficient within brand guidelines;
• complete introduction of monitors with core Communications messages in Trust 

locations other than Lawton House and Harplands Hospital;
• complete introduction of Trust-wide desktop messaging solution; 
• complete implementation of active listening and engagement, via a LEAP 

Programme underpinned by MOOD; 
• support Trust senior leadership in their role and activities in system-wide integration; 

and
• develop the potential of the MOOD solution to support key aspects of Trust 

operations (in particular the new Partnerships Strategy).
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Recalibrating where beneficial

Taking into account the changing landscape and organisational context within which 
Combined is operating compared with 2016-2018, together with the findings of the 
July 2019 survey, the following recalibrations would suggest themselves to be beneficial:

• an even greater emphasis on promoting and celebrating team and directorate level 
activities and achievements;

• a higher profile  amongst locations other than Lawton House and (to a lesser extent) 
Harplands Hospital, using them to reinforce key messages, values and behaviours, 
involvement in initiatives such as NHS staff survey, flu campaign and others;

• a greater emphasis on the role of the Communications Team in supporting 
self-sufficiency and developing proficiency and activity by frontline teams and 
individuals, compared with centrally producing material - including greater 
understanding and use by frontline staff of video, social and digital media and 
content;

• an increased emphasis on the role of the Trust Intranet and public website for day 
to day news promotion, augmenting social media activity;

• a greater exploitation of existing material through making them available by default 
via social and digital channels (e.g. introducing Slideshare into our channel portfolio 
and more use of livecasting/recording);

• a greater emphasis on the day to day stakeholder management, public affairs and 
engagement elements of the Communications Team’s function; and

a particular focus on building up audiences and take-up of “push notification” channels 
(e.g. Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Podcast, Slideshare and e-newsletter) 

Content and Channels

We deliver regular content via a range of channels and services.  These have grown in 
number, popularity and use as they have been introduced, but to date the Trust has 
not taken a step back and taken a look at them in their entirety or developed channel-
wide strategic improvements and approaches. The Strategic Review has given us the 
opportunity to do so.  We have four channel-wide proposals:

• greater use of striking digital content 
• greater ownership and content suggestion from frontline teams
• analytics and audience
• ‘Event-triggered’ communications

We have reviewed each of our existing major channels, including how they have been 
delivered to date and set out proposals for further developing and improving each of 
their content, quality and impact.

Trust Board Meetings

We would like to propose the following to improve impact and visibility of our Trust 
Board meetings:

• livecast the opening sections - Chair’s Report, CEO Report and REACH Awards - and 
then make them available as video content across our channels

• “Ask the Board” - introduce a facility for the public to ask a question of the Board 
via a webform or dedicated e-mail address up to one week before the Board 
meeting.  This would give the Trust the opportunity to prepare a response that can 
be provided in writing and also read out in the video section of either the Chair’s 
Report or CEO Report.  This could be evidence of our continuing commitment to 
promoting openness and participation.

Strategic Shift

The overall thrust and intent of the Strategic Review goes beyond specific goals and 
outcomes.  It provides a coherent, integrated approach which is designed to achieve 
a Strategic Shift in the way we approach our communications and engagement. We 
believe the starting point for this Strategic Shift  is to adopt a whole new mindset 
towards communications and engagement.  And we believe social media is particularly 
well suited to driving this changed mindset. We call it changing from Broadcasters to 
Communitarians.

At the heart of our strategy lies the concept of Active Listening. This can also be 
described as “listening and engaging for a purpose”.

A key plank of our updated Communications Strategy is a determination to ensure that 
people shouldn’t be forced to come to us to find out information, give their views and 
opinions, nor to make their voice heard.  Instead, we will make strong efforts to go to 
them and enable them to proactively receive communications from us.

We have begun to increase both the depth and the width of our engagement reach.  In 
particular, we are pursuing two aims:

• increase the number of people with whom we engage within those organisations 
with whom we are already engaged; and

• increase the range of organisations and individuals with whom we engage, in 
particular going beyond the normal NHS ‘family’ to engage people in their wider 
lives and activities.

Patient Stories are increasingly becoming an integral part of our public Board meetings 
and Board Committee proceedings.  We will, wherever possible, and only where we 
have patient consent, make these patient stories available via our website and social 
media.
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The very best in NHS Social Media

An ambition to be the very best at NHS Social Media is a key part of our 
Communications and Engagement Strategy.  As part of this Strategic Review, we 
objectively assessed our current social media capability and maturity against the NHS 
more widely using a specialist tool - the Social Media Capability Assessment. The NHS 
overall has been assessed at being at Low Maturity. Our benchmarking results assessed 
us favourably against the average as being at Medium Maturity.  We set out detailed 
plans to reach the highest rating - Exemplar.

LEAP and CHASE

We set out our plans for two new programmes :
• Listening and Engagement Active Partnerships (LEAP); and
• Combined Healthcare Active Stakeholder Engagement (CHASE), integrated with the 

Trust’s new Partnering Strategy and Diversity and Inclusion Strategy.

Resources and Risk

Having taken the strategic decision to invest extra in-house resources in its 
communications function, the Trust recruited an enhanced internal team under an 
Associate Director of Communications.  The current postholder took up his post in 
December 2016. Team recruitment was completed during 2017.  The investment in 
staffing costs, equipment, hardware and software has been offset by a significant and 
increasing shift from reliance on outsourced design, print and film suppliers to greater in 
house capacities, with team recruitment focussing on securing the necessary specialist 
design and PR skills to use and exploit it to the full.

We will develop training and support to widen Trust-wide knowledge, skills and 
proficiency in key Trust tools and products, particularly MOOD and Adobe Creative 
Cloud to avoid single point of failure.

A truly Outstanding future

The Strategic Review concludes by offering for discussion an option to develop the 
current Communications and Engagement function into a revenue generator by building 
on its outstanding success for the Trust through providing services externally as a 
commercial offering to wider NHS, health and care colleagues.



Outstanding
Our journey continues...
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Outstanding - our journey continues

North Staffordshire Combined Healthcare NHS Trust has been on a remarkable journey 
over the past few years.  A journey towards Outstanding in all we do and how we do it.
The Communications and Engagement team and function has been at the heart of 
that journey - transforming itself at the same time as developing and implementing key 
aspects of the Trust’s overall strategy, including its:

• brand;
• mission statement;
• narrative and storyline;
• SPAR values and Proud to CARE service priorities;
• communications strategy and channels;
• public affairs and engagement;
• reputation management;
• public relations and marketing;
• digital and social media;
• presence in local and regional media;
• internal communications and engagement with staff;
• external communications and engagement with service users, their families and 

stakeholders; and
• events.

The Trust has entered a significant new chapter in its story, with new Executive 
leadership and as one of only two specialist mental health trusts in the country with 
a CQC rating of Outstanding. It also is operating within a rapidly changing local 
environment, with good relationships with health and care partners, new partnerships 
introduced or being developed, and system-wide moves to Integrated Care Partnerships, 
Primary Care Networks and locality working.

The time is therefore opportune to undertake this Strategic Review of the 
Communications and Engagement team and operation - to ensure we deliver 
Outstanding Communications and Engagement now and into the future. 

The areas covered by the Strategic Review have been:
• explanation of what the Communications and Engagement Team do, the services 

and products they deliver and the channel strategy they pursue;
• review and assurance of delivery of the Trust’s existing Communications and 

Engagement Objectives, SMART Goals and Outcomes;
• survey feedback commissioned for the Review from staff, service users and 

stakeholders on the service they receive from the Communications Team and their 
own priorities and preferences for the future;

• confirmation of how the Strategic Review proposals improve delivery of the Trust’s 
Vision, Aims and Values;

• explanation of how the various strands of the forward-facing strategy work 
together to provide a Strategic Shift to deliver Outstanding Communications and 
Engagement; and

• consideration of resources and risk.

Continuing the journey

The following sections of this document contain detailed analysis and evidence covering 
all of these areas.  In considering the evidence, an important aspect has become 
apparent in confirming how to continue the Trust’s journey

The strong correlation between the key phrase at the core of the Trust vision “To be 
Outstanding” and the CQC’s Outstanding rating, coupled with the development of 
the vision and brand during a time in the Trust’s history when CQC inspections were 
disproportionately active, may have reinforced a perception in some quarters that 
the Trust was primarily focussed on CQC ratings, rather than the wider promotion of 
services.  

The wider significance of the sub-phrase in the vision statement “To be Outstanding 
- in ALL we do and HOW we do it” may not have been strong enough to counter this 
perception during a period when there was unavoidably a strong emphasis on the CQC 
inspections.

This impression may have been reinforced by the physical location of the 
Communications Team in Lawton House, rather than in Harplands Hospital or out in 
community locations.

More encouragingly, record involvement by staff in the annual REACH Awards, plus an 
increasing awareness of and demand for the capabilities of the Communications Team 
to produce high quality material for individual teams, is an indication of the enthusiasm 
from the frontline for what the Team can support and deliver across the Trust.

This is reinforced by the responses from frontline teams to the Communications 
Satisfaction Survey (see page 27) which showed strong support for templates, leaflets, 
posters, brochures, web pages and guidance for them to create their own brand-
compliant content and materials.

By increasing the visibility of its design capabilities to teams across the Trust, the 
Communications Team has begun to increase and improve the quality and brand 
adherence of communications activities by individual services beyond core central 
messaging by the Comms Team on behalf of the corporate centre.

With the centrality of CQC inspections reducing at present, and the introduction of 
new channels and products almost completed, the opportunity affords itself for a 
recalibration of a proportion of the Communication’s Team activity towards providing 
tools, policies, guidance, training and support to frontline teams to enable them to take 
full advantage of the range of products and channels now available to the Trust and its 
staff.
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Overall proposals and conclusions

Having considered the evidence, the Strategic Review therefore provides the following 
proposals for where aspects of the existing communications and engagement strategy 
and operations could be refined or recalibrated in the light of the Trust’s new context to 
fully maximise the opportunities now emerging - keeping what works, prioritising areas 
needing immediate attention and recalibrating for the medium term;

Keeping what works

The Strategic Review avoids proposing change for change’s sake and keeps what has 
been proven to work, specifically by:

• reaffirming the overall strategic objectives set out in the 2016 Communications 
Strategy;

• confirming the SMART goals and outcomes contained in the 2018-20 Delivery Plan; 
and

• noting the overall positive endorsement by frontline staff, service users and 
stakeholders of the Communications Team function, support and performance.

Priority areas for attention

Reviewing progress in implementing the 2018-20 Delivery Plan, and taking into account 
the findings of the Satisfaction Survey, the Strategic Review suggests the following areas 
need priority attention and can be delivered without the need for extra investment:

• complete the implementation and population of the Trust Intranet (CAT);
• introduce a new staff directory and events calendar on CAT;
• a particular focus on supporting recruitment and retention;
• increase promotion and profile of contribution made to Combined by our 

consultants and medics, partnership with universities, student placements and 
research activities;

• improve the current function on CAT for supporting Trust Policies and Procedures;
• improve profile and promotion of the overall Trust’s overall commitment and actions 

to being open, including Freedom to Speak Up Guardians and Dear Peter;
• improve the quality and currency of information available about Trust Teams and the 

new locality structure on both CAT and the Trust public website;
• increase the use of video, digital and social media friendly material and content;
• develop a comprehensive set of core templates, style guides and support materials 

to enable Teams to be more self-sufficient within brand guidelines;
• complete introduction of monitors with core Communications messages in Trust 

locations other than Lawton House and Harplands Hospital;
• complete introduction of Trust-wide desktop messaging solution; 
• complete implementation of active listening and engagement, via a LEAP 

Programme underpinned by MOOD; 
• support Trust senior leadership in their role and activities in system-wide integration; 

and
• develop the potential of the MOOD solution to support key aspects of Trust 

operations (in particular the new Partnerships Strategy).

Recalibrating where beneficial

Taking into account the changing landscape and organisational context within which 
Combined is operating compared with 2016-2018, together with the findings of the July 
2019 survey, the following recalibrations would suggest themselves to be beneficial:

• an even greater emphasis on promoting and celebrating team and directorate level 
activities and achievements;

• a higher profile presence amongst locations other than Lawton House and (to a 
lesser extent) Harplands Hospital;

• a greater emphasis on the role of the Communications Team in supporting self-
sufficiency and developing proficiency and activity by frontline teams and individuals, 
compared with centrally producing material - including greater understanding and 
use by frontline staff of video, social and digital media and content;

• an increased emphasis on the role of the Trust Intranet and public website for day to 
day news promotion, augmenting social media activity;

• a greater exploitation of existing material (e.g. Powerpoint presentations and face to 
face events) through making them available by default via social and digital channels 
(e.g. introducing Slideshare into our channel portfolio and more use of livecasting/
recording);

• a greater emphasis on the day to day stakeholder management, public affairs and 
engagement elements of the Communications Team’s function; and

• a particular focus on building up audiences and take-up of “push notification” 
channels (e.g. Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Podcast, Slideshare and e-newsletter).





The Communications Team
 - why, when, what, how
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Why, when, what, how

Why

As part of its Communications Strategy agreed in May 2016, North Staffordshire 
Combined Healthcare NHS Trust took the strategic decision to invest in an expanded in-
house Communications and Engagement Team led by an experienced communications 
and engagement professional.

Amongst the strategic goals underpinning this decision were:
• raise the quality of communication and engagement channels;
• build and promote a strong profile of the Trust through a new distinctive design 

style within the NHS brand;
• develop a compelling narrative to underpin the Trust’s improvement journey;
• improve the reputation of the organisation locally, regionally and nationally; and
• raise awareness of the Trust’s services and how to improve wellbeing across online 

and offline channels with increasing use of digital media.

The current Associate Director of Communications took up his post in December 2016 
with a brief to build, recruit and develop the Team, capabilities, organisational capacity 
and strategic understanding to deliver these goals.

To meet the brief, the following key priorities were identified:
• recruit a balanced, highly talented and creative team combining skills and experience 

covering traditional communications, digital and design capability, social and digital 
media and stakeholder engagement;

• build up internal capacity and reduce reliance on outside contractors and/or 
agencies to deliver greater value for money;

• invest in state of the art equipment, tools and resources to underpin self sufficiency - 
covering hardware, software and online services;

• move responsibility in-house for designing and delivering key annual Trust outputs, 
including the Annual Report, Quality Account, Review of the Year Film, AGM and 
REACH staff Awards; and

• develop new channels, content and audiences - particularly in the social and digital 
arenas.

These goals and priorities have been delivered and have had a significant positive impact 
on the Trust’s overall reputation locally, regionally and nationally - as well as making a 
strong and acknowledged contribution to the Trust successfully securing an Outstanding 
rating from the Care Quality Commission in early 2019.  

It has also resulted in Combined Healthcare having an unmatched communications 
capability amongst healthcare providers across North Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent 
and a reputation and recognition by partners for being one of the best communications 
and engagement operations across the Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent STP.

When

The implementation of the agreed strategy has taken place in a sustainable fashion over 
the period 2016-19, with documented progress and demonstrable improvements in 
team, brand, narrative, channels, services/capabilities and outcomes being maintained 
year-on-year.  Highlights are set out in the table below:

People Brand / Narrative / 
Reputation

Channels / Services / 
Capabilities

Outcomes

2016 - December 2016

Interim Comms 
Director

Comms Officer 
(Band 6)

Comms Assistant 
(Band 4)

Admin support via 
Apprentice

Created SPAR 
Service priorities

Created separate 
Proud to CARE 
Values

Initial brand identity 
created, based on 
four SPAR colours.

Vision statement 
created “WE ARE 
COMMITTED 
TO BEING AN 
OUTSTANDING 
ORGANISATION 
PROVIDING SAFE, 
PERSONALISED, 
ACCESSIBLE 
AND RECOVERY-
FOCUSED SUPPORT 
AND SERVICES 
EVERY TIME TO 
PEOPLE OF ALL 
AGES IN NORTH 
STAFFORDSHIRE 
AND BEYOND.”

CQC rating 
- Requires 
Improvement

Need for new 
website identified, 
procurement 
undertaken and 
interim holding 
solution deployed.

Design capabilities 
delivered by 
outsourced 
contractors

Created Dear 
Caroline website

Created Service 
User and Carer 
Council
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People Brand / Narrative / 
Reputation

Channels / Services / 
Capabilities

Outcomes

January 2017- March 2018

Permanent 
Associate Director 
of Communications 
(Band 8b) 
appointed.

In-house team 
expanded to:

• Comms 
Officer (Band 
6 - existing 
postholder)

• Comms and 
Engagement 
Officer (Band 6 
- new post)

• Design and 
Digital Officer 
(Band 4 - new 
post)

Apprentice Post 
released to CIP

SPAR Services 
Priorities and Proud 
to CARE values 
integrated beneath 
new, more focussed 
Vision statement-

“To be Outstanding 
- in all we do and 
how we do it”

Overarching Brand 
narrative created to 
support continuous 
improvement and 
confidence -

”Towards 
Outstanding - We’re 
on a journey”

SPAR Colours 
integrated within 
NHS national brand 
compliant palette of 
colours, fonts and 
logo. 

Rebrand completed 
of Trust using new 
narrative, vision, 
straplines and 
achievements.

Growing reputation 
across region and 
with national 
NHS comms leads 
for high quality 
communications.

CQC rating - Good

Design and digital 
capabilities brought 
in house with 
significant savings

Reliance on 
outsourced agency 
restricted to 2 set-
piece films (Review 
of the Year and 
Christmas video)

Use of social media 
expanded

Initial public 
website delivered, 
but requirement 
identified and 
procurement 
undertaken for 
integrated digital 
architecture, to 
replace unfit Trust 
Intranet and deploy 
integrated new web 
presences

Industry-standard 
hardware, software 
and online services 
procured.

Interactive voting 
pads introduced.

Need for new 
stakeholder 
management 
solution identified 
and procurement 
commenced.

New and improved 
format Annual 
Report and Quality 
Account designed 
and delivered in-
house

Major increase in 
use of video and 
staff visuals

Good growth in 
followers for Trust 
main Twitter and 
Facebook accounts.

Expanded use of 
YouTube

New e-newsletter 
introduced for 
CEO Blog, all-staff 
e-mails, stakeholder 
communications

Full Comms and 
engagement 
support for 
introduction of 
Lorenzo

Record involvement 
by staff in REACH 
awards

Facebook 
livecasting trialled at 
REACH

BBC Radio Stoke 
presenters involved 
in REACH Awards 
for first time

People Brand / Narrative / 
Reputation

Channels / Services / 
Capabilities

Outcomes

April 2018 - March 2019

Existing Band 6 
Comms Officer 
seconded to STP 
- cover recruited 
with PR company 
expertise

Existing Comms and 
Engagement Officer 
went on maternity 
leave - 0.5 WTE 
cover recruited with 
large acute sector 
expertise

New Design and 
Digital Officer 
recruited

Adjustment of the 
brand narrative 
to maintain 
momentum in light 
of improved CQC 
inspection results 
within continued 
overall “Good” 
rating -

“Towards 
Outstanding - our 
journey continues”

Rebrand of Trust 
with updated 
narrative and 
achievements.

Hosted first ever 
regional meeting 
of the NHS Chief 
Executive and Board 
at mental health 
Trust

First NHS Trust in 
England to invite 
Shadow Secretary 
of State for Health 
to attend and 
address Board 
meeting

Feedback to Board 
from STP partners - 
“You have the best 
Comms operation 
in the region”

Reliance on 
outsourced agency 
restricted to 1 set-
piece film (Review 
of the Year)

New integrated 
public website, 
Intranet and 
associated web 
presences delivered.

New website 
to underpin 
consultation on 
locality restructure 
praised by CQC.

Continued growth 
in Twitter, Facebook 
and Youtube 
content and 
audiences.

LinkedIn Trust Page 
activated

Significant increase 
in use of video 
Patient Stories

First mental 
health Trust in the 
NHS to launch a 
frontline Podcast - 
“Combinations”

New stakeholder, 
project and 
programme 
management 
solution delivered 
(MOOD)

Feedback from 
Audit Committee 
on Annual Report 
- “refreshingly 
readable - this just 
gets better every 
year”

Significant increase 
in collateral, 
posters, leaflets, 
reports and events 
support for teams 
throughout the 
Trust

Website delivered to 
support operation 
of the Wellbeing 
Academy

Suicide and Digital 
Conferences 
delivered for STP

Awards night 
delivered for 
Positive Practice 
in Mental Health 
organisation

New record for 
involvement by staff 
in REACH Awards 
with Facebook 
livecasting of event 
and BBC Radio 
Stoke involvement 
repeated.

“Combinations” 
Podcast passes 
1,000 listens
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People Brand / Narrative / 
Reputation

Channels / Services / 
Capabilities

Outcomes

April to July 2019

Communications 
Officer wins Highly 
Commended in 
REACH Rising Star 
category

Adjustment of the 
brand narrative 
to maintain 
momentum in 
light of CQC 
Outstanding” 
inspection results -

“Outstanding - our 
journey continues”

Rebrand of Trust 
with updated 
narrative and 
achievements.

Dear Caroline 
replaced with new 
Dear Peter website 
to coincide with 
appointment of 
new Chief Executive

Reliance on 
outsourced agency 
removed entirely for 
all film and digital 
output.

Continued growth 
in Twitter, Facebook 
and Youtube 
content and 
audiences.

LinkedIn Trust Page 
attracts comments 
and approvals 
from outside 
organisations and 
individuals

New livecasting 
solution introduced, 
delivering full 
outside broadcast 
editing and 
production facilities

Social Media 
Capability 
Assessment and 
Optimisation Plan 
produced for 
Strategic Review

New record for 
staff involvement 
in REACH Awards, 
with BBC Radio 
Stoke involved in 
event again and 
Shadow Secretary 
of State involved for 
first time.

REACH Awards 
broadcast as a 
live multi-camera 
outside broadcast 
for first time.

Communications 
Satisfaction Survey 
carried out for 
Strategic Review - 
reveals high levels 
of satisfaction 
with Comms 
Team outputs and 
support

“Combinations” 
Podcast passes 
1,500 listens in mid 
July.

What

The sustained investment and improvement over nearly three years in Combined 
Communications and Engagement has delivered improvements in:

• team skills and capabilities; 
• hardware and software;
• channels and services;
• products and tools; and
• events and activities.

 
As a result the Combined Healthcare team and operation now matches - and in most 
cases exceeds in-house - all of the industry-standard, best-of-breed skills, equipment, 
products, channels and capabilities that could be offered by any private sector PR or 
marketing agency, public affairs firm or Commissioning Support Unit.

Skills available within the Comms Team to support the Trust
Audience research - Branding - Business Process Mapping -Campaign Design and 
Delivery - Copyrighting - Crisis Management - Customer Relationship Management - 
Data analysis - Design Consultancy - Desktop Publishing - Digital Design - Events Design 
and Production - Film Production - Logo Design - Market Research - Marketing - Media 
Relations - Media Training - Podcasting - Public Affairs - Public Relations - Reputation 
Management - Social Media - Staff Engagement - Stakeholder Engagement - Survey 
Design and Delivery - Video Production - Website design and management

Capabilities delivered and available 
Audience Identification and Building - Banners - Brochures - Campaigns - Campaign 
Analytics - Conference design and Delivery -CRM - Database design and management 
- e-marketing - e-newsletters - Digital Content - Events - Film and Video - Horizon 
Scanning - Leaflets - Livecasts and Live Broadcasting - Logos - Newsletters - Outside 
Broadcast - Photography - Podcasts - Posters - Promotional Materials - Real time 
Touchpad Voting - Reports - Social Media Content - Surveys - Syndicated web content - 
Websites and web content 

Channels and Services
CEO Blog
CEO Board Report
Combinations Podcast (iTunes and Soundcloud)
Dear Peter
Facebook
Intranet (CAT)
LinkedIn
Newsround
Slideshare
Team Brief
Twitter
YouTube
Website (main website)
Website (Microsites)
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By combining these skills, capabilities, channels and services , we have been 
able during 2018/19 to deliver an Outstanding Year of Communications for the 
Trust and its teams.
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Hardware and Equipment available in-house 

Hardware Providing Outstanding ability to deliver...

Apple Mac Pro and Macbook Pro Industry standard capability for desktop 
publishing, film-making, podcasting, image 
creation and editing

Apple iPad Pro Mobile capabilities for delivering outside 
broadcasts and livestreams, events, content 
generation and editing

Apple iPhones Industry standard full HD film and 
photography, plus audio capture for 
Podcasts

Canon Industry Standard Digital Camera Ultra high quality digital images for set 
piece events

Green Screen and White Screen Ability to create imaginative films and 
photography through interfacing with 
backgrounds, logos, animations and text

Studio Lighting and Rig Professional quality shoots

Products and Tools centrally owned by the Comms Team, but available to 
support Teams across Combined at no extra cost to them

Product / Tool Providing Outstanding ability to deliver...

Adobe Creative Cloud (Acrobat Pro, 
Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop, 
Premiere Pro, Spark)

Page design and layout for print and digital 
publishing, image editing and compositing. 
Vector graphics and illustration. Industry-
standard pro video and film editing. Ability 
to create video stories 

Adobe Stock Search and licence millions of high-quality 
images, graphics, videos, 3D assets

Apple Garageband Digital audio workstation to create music 
or podcasts. Music and podcast creation 
system enables users to create multiple 
tracks with pre-made MIDI keyboards, pre-
made loops, an array of various instrumental 
effects, and voice recordings

Apple Keynote Creative presentation with over 30 
cinematic transitions and effects for objects 
and text

Campaign Monitor Professional email marketing campaigns and 
e-newsletters, including ‘event-triggered 
journey’ outputs. Plus sign-up forms to 
attract and build new audiences 

Product / Tool Providing Outstanding ability to deliver...

Distributor for Wordpress WordPress plugin to syndicate and reuse 
content across websites — whether in a 
single multisite or across the web

Eventbrite Event management and ticketing website, 
allowing users to browse, create, and 
promote events

Flaticon Over 1 million free icons available in PNG, 
SVG, EPS, PSD and BASE 64 formats

Find SoMeone in Health Social media audience targeting solution 
containing over 1 milllion Twitter accounts 
with most interest in UK health and care 
- including Twitter accounts of every NHS 
Trust, CCG and national organisation, plus 
thousands of health charities, professional 
bodies and third sector organisations

Gravity Forms and Gravity Views WordPress plugin allows site owners to 
create forms to collect information. Gravity 
Forms can be used for example for contact 
forms, feedback forms, booking forms

Hootsuite Scheduling, managing and reporting on 
social media content

Infogram Intuitive visualisation tool that empowers 
people and teams to create beautiful 
infographics, interactive charts and maps

iSkysoft Video Converter Download and convert MP4, MKV, AVI, 
MOV, MTS, YouTube video, MP3

MOOD Business Architect Data mapping, analysis, reporting and 
integration solution driving CRM, project 
and programme management and 
reporting, stakeholder management, 
business process visualisation and design

Next Analytics Web traffic and social media measurement 
and analysis, plus audience targeting

Switcher Studio Create professional-quality live video 
content, livestreams and events 
broadcasting using just iPhones and iPads

Survey Monkey World’s leading online survey solution

Turning Point Voting Pads Interactive voting pads for live polls and 
presentations at events
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Product / Tool Providing Outstanding ability to deliver...

Tweetdeck Social media dashboard application for 
management of Twitter accounts. Interfaces 
with the Twitter API to allow users to send 
and receive tweets and view profiles, via 
a series of customisable columns, which 
can be set up to display the user’s Twitter 
timeline, mentions, direct messages, lists, 
trends, favourites, search results, hashtags, 
or all tweets by or to a single user

Videoscribe Make animated videos for work, education 
and social media.

Windows on the World Visualize and engage in live conversations 
on social media through interactive word 
clouds

Wordpress Multi-site Installation Allows users to create a network of sites on 
a single WordPress installation

How

For a number of years, the Communication Team’s strategic aim has been to 
progressively reduce and - to the fullest extent practical - eliminate any reliance on 
outsourced design and digital agencies for design and content production.  This has 
enabled the Trust to achieve, maintain and build its own extensive library of reusable 
digital content, design templates and design assets.

By creating and adhering to a strong vision and brand - “To be Outstanding - in all 
we do and how we do it” supported by an instantly recognisable, but distinctive, four 
colour palette and flexible narrative based on a “journey”, the Trust has been able to 
promote stability and continuity and constantly reinforce its key message.

By tweaking the underlying narrative at key points of its improvement journey - 
“Towards Outstanding - we’re on a journey”, “Towards Outstanding - our journey 
continues” and “Outstanding - we’re on a journey”, the Trust has been able to keep the 
brand fresh whilst building a powerful and palpable sense of momentum.

By  relentlessly cross-referencing and re-using content across and between its existing 
and emerging channels - the Trust has been able to “sweat’ its design assets and 
reinforce its messaging with maximum efficiency and effectiveness.

By continuing to strive to introduce new channels of communications and engagement, 
the Trust has been able to maintain a reputation for innovation and excellence.

Channels and Services

We deliver regular content via a range of channels and services.  These have grown in 
number, popularity and use as they have been introduced, but to date the Trust has not 
taken a step back and taken a look at them in their entirety or developed channel-wide 
strategic improvements and approaches.

The Strategic Review has given us the opportunity to do so.  We have four channel-wide 
proposals:

Greater use of striking digital content 

Across all of our channels and services, we intend to use a much wider range of striking 
digital and interactive content, harnessing the full range of products and tools available 
to the Comms Team, including greater use of:

• bitesize video interviews;
• icons (both static and interactive) to emphasis key points/statistics;
• links to Podcasts and other social material;
• bitesize mini-films and animated videos;
• feedback/comment forms

Greater ownership and content suggestion from frontline teams

As part and parcel of our increasing support for teams in terms of providing templates, 
and support for them to create their own brand-compliant materials, we also will 
introduce a facility via CAT whereby teams can use a webform to write their own 
suggested content, including uploading pictures and other material to support their 
content.

We will then allow them to suggest in which channels they would like their content to 
appear, including Team Brief, CEO Board Report, Newsround, news items on CAT and/or 
the public website, Podcast, Patient Story., Trust monitors in remote locations, inclusion 
in social media  Their content and suggestions would then be reviewed and approved 
or not by the Comms Team.  This will improve the efficiency and footprint of content 
creation.  It will also be a way to promote awareness and visibility of the wide range of 
channels available across Combined.

Analytics and Audience

We intend to develop a much more sophisticated and comprehensive use of analytics 
to understand and prioritise content types, channel take-up and audience building - 
looking both at individual channels and our digital estate as a whole.

‘Event-triggered’ communications

We have the capacity to be more intelligent and targeted in the way we communicate 
with stakeholders.  For example, we will Introduce a trial of ‘event-triggered journey’ 
e-marketing and communications, whereby tailored messages and content will be 
sent to segmented groups depending on actions they take, change in their status or 
engagement with Combined.
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Channel by channel development

The table below contains an alphabetical list of each of our major channels, a description 
of how they have been delivered to date and our proposals for further developing and 
improving their content, quality and impact.

Content Delivered to date by: Proposals for development

CEO Blog Weekly blog delivered 
to all staff, Board and 
selected subscribers 
using Campaign Monitor 
e-newsletter.

Main style has been a 
‘review of the CEO’s week’

Delivered every week 
by the CEO’s apart from 
when on holiday, when it 
is delivered in the Medical 
Director’s name.

Use a wider range of styles 
including:
• Review of the week;
• “Focus on...” major 

theme
• Wider thoughtpieces 

rather than bite size 
items

• Feature on wider NHS 
issues rather than 
simply internal

Once a month have the 
Guest Editor being another 
member of the Executive 
Team on a particular 
topic from their area of 
responsibility they wish to 
highlight - or Day in the 
Life Special

Possibly do a quarterly 
Video Blog

CEO Board Report Heavily text based monthly 
Board Paper covering 
extensive items from across 
the whole of Trust activity.  

Delivered in full verbatim 
at Trust Board meeting by 
CEO.

Reduce length of Paper 
to focus on ‘big ticket’ 
items to bring to Board’s 
attention.  Strategic bits, 
plus celebration items

Livecast the delivery of this 
Board Agenda item, and 
embed video recording of 
it in Board Meetings page 
on public website 

Content Delivered to date by: Proposals for development

Combinations Podcast Delivered via Soundcloud 
and iTunes.  Embedded 
in public website and 
promoted across social 
media.

15 episodes published 
to date with over 1,500 
listens.

Embed specific Podcasts 
in the web pages of 
individual teams featured 
in specific episodes

Look at extending the 
range of subjects to 
include “guest Podcaster” 
with stakeholders and 
partners

Work on building up 
audiences, reputation, 
placings in Podcast charts

Build up tie-ins with 
Awareness Weeks 

Introduce different types of 
Podcast ‘Themes’

Combined Connected Refresh of previous 
rarely used deliverable 
“Combined Catch-up”

New bi-monthly summary 
of key developments 
and themes from across 
Combined.  Produced as 
e-newsletter for key local 
external stakeholders, 
including local MPs 

Dear Peter Confidential feedback 
website for raising specific 
concerns directly with 
Chief Exec - anonymously 
if preferred.

Responses published on 
CAT.

Include material featured 
on CAT - e.g. specific 
responses - in MOOD 
tracking of Active Listening

Promote “new answers to 
Dear Peter available’ item 
on CAT
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Content Delivered to date by: Proposals for development

Facebook Long established core 
channel, well used.

Use via Switcher Studio 
for professional-quality live 
video content, livestreams 
and events broadcasting

Refresh look and feel 
regularly - possibly 
changing header image 
to reflect ‘Theme of the 
Week’

Have a particular Focus of 
the Month.

Use memes and other 
interactive content

Encourage engagement 
and involvement through 
quizzes and light hearted 
competitions

Greater use of:
• bitesize video 

interviews;
• icons (both static 

and interactive) to 
emphasis key points/
statistics;

• links to Podcasts and 
other social material;

• bitesize mini-films and 
animated videos

Content Delivered to date by: Proposals for development

Intranet (CAT) Launched in 2019 Complete implementation 
and population

Introduce a new staff 
directory and events 
calendar

Improve current function 
for supporting Trust 
Policies and Procedures

Improve quality and 
currency of information 
available about Trust Teams 
and locality structure

Trial with Memory Services 
team a value-added 
webpage with interactive 
and social contact, links 
to further information, 
greater use of video and 
imagery;
• based on Memory 

Services trial, roll out 
to other teams as 
required/requested

Greater use of:
• bitesize video 

interviews;
• icons (both static 

and interactive) to 
emphasis key points/
statistics;

• links to Podcasts and 
other social material;

• bitesize mini-films and 
animated videos

Increased emphasis on day 
to day news promotion, 
augmenting social media 
activity
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Content Delivered to date by: Proposals for development

LinkedIn Trust organisational page 
reactivated during 2019 
from previously dormant 
state

Include LinkedIn Page 
in regular social media 
updates

Build up bank of LinkedIn 
“Thought Leaders” - i.e. 
employees of the Trust 
who are also active in their 
own right on LinkedIn 
whose content we can 
feature and cross reference

Ensure we promote job 
opportunities to drive 
traffic from LinkedIn to 
Trac

Greater use of:
• bitesize video 

interviews;
• icons (both static 

and interactive) to 
emphasis key points/
statistics;

• links to Podcasts and 
other social material;

• bitesize mini-films and 
animated videos

LMC Report Draft bi-monthly Report 
of Trust-wide material 
prepared for Medical 
Director to append with 
context specific material.

Ask Primary Care Director 
to provide material direct 
to Medical Director for 
consideration.

Newsround Well established and well 
used

Encourage self-penned 
articles for clearance by 
Comms Team rather than 
simply requests from 
frontline to be involved

Slideshare Not yet used Introduce into social 
media portfolio and 
use to disseminate key 
presentational material

Content Delivered to date by: Proposals for development

Team Brief Well used and familiar Create facility for ADS, 
CDS and Execs to submit 
articles, rather than request 
only by e-mail

Livestream the opening 
section 

Create ‘Team Brief 
Directory” of past editions 
on CAT

Twitter Long established core 
channel, well used.

Use Tweetdeck and Find 
SoMeone in Health to drive 
up followers and footprint.

Greater use of:
• bitesize video 

interviews;
• icons (both static 

and interactive) to 
emphasis key points/
statistics;

• links to Podcasts and 
other social material;

• bitesize mini-films and 
animated videos

YouTube Long established  core 
channel, well used.

Create new playlist to 
carry video extracts of 
proceedings from Trust 
Board - see below

Include post-event 
professional-quality “as 
live” video content, 
livestreams and events 
broadcasting - taken from 
Switcher Studio

Introduce sub-titles as 
standard
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Content Delivered to date by: Proposals for development

Website (main website) Greater use of:
• bitesize video 

interviews;
• icons (both static 

and interactive) to 
emphasis key points/
statistics;

• links to Podcasts and 
other social material;

• bitesize mini-films and 
animated videos

Include post-event 
professional-quality “as 
live” video content, 
livestreams and events 
broadcasting - taken from 
Switcher Studio.

Increased emphasis on day 
to day news promotion, 
augmenting social media 
activity

Website (Microsites) Trialled during 2018/19 for 
Locality Restructure and 
Wellbeing Academy

Develop a generic microsite 
template, including 
standard set of plug-ins 
and capabilities that can 
be rolled out as required 
to other Combined web 
presences.

Trust Board Meetings

We would like to propose the following to improve impact and visibility of our Trust 
Board meetings:
• livecast the opening sections - Chair’s Report, CEO Report and REACH Awards - and 

then make them available as video content across our channels
• “Ask the Board” - introduce a facility for the public to ask a question of the Board 

via a webform or dedicated e-mail address up to one week before the Board 
meeting.  This would give the Trust the opportunity to prepare a response that can 
be provided in writing and also read out in the video section of either the Chair’s 
Report or CEO Report.  This could be evidence of our continuing commitment to 
promoting openness and participation.

“Combinations Podcast”

Our staff, service user and carer stories were further enhanced by the launch of our 
Combined Healthcare Podcast – called ‘Combinations’ and accessible for free at https://
soundcloud.com/nhscombinations and live, free subscription on iTunes.

The first Episode was launched on 7th February 2019 to coincide with national mental 
health “Time to Talk Day” and featured our CAMHS team talking about their nationally 
leading service, investments, new staff, new services, and partnership with schools, 
CAMHS Trailblazer and a NHS Digital Exemplar.  

Since then episodes have included:
• The Jam Factory - highlighting a group collective based at the Observatory in 

Hanley Stoke-on-Trent welcoming individuals of all different abilities who have 
experience of mental ill health;

• Jackie and Mathew’s Story - Jackie describes the care and support she and her 
son Mathew - who has autism and severe learning disabilities - have received from 
our Assessment and Treatment Unit at Harplands Hospital;

• Self-managed relaxation session - provided by Staff Counsellor and Support 
Officer, Sarah Tombs, available for anyone to use as a free resource and as part of 
our overall mission to promote good mental health and wellbeing for all;

• Ramadan Mubarak - a group of Muslim members of our staff discuss the 
fundamentals of Ramadan, how it fits with the wider pillars of the Islamic Faith and 
how non-Muslim staff can show their support to their colleagues during this special 
time for them;

• Suicide Awareness Training and Learning Disability - Felicity Watkin and Phil 
Emery from our Learning Disability service tell us of their groundbreaking work - in 
collaboration with service users - to further adapt an innovative Suicide Awareness 
Training tool -to make it even more relevant to people with Learning Disabilities;

• Maria and Jack’s Story - Maria tells the tale of a lifetime of engagement with our 
CAMHS service, supporting her and her 18 year old son Jack, who has autism and 
epilepsy, and who was diagnosed with cerebral palsy aged 8 month;.

• The Talk and Change Group - To mark Learning Disability Week 2019, a special 
feature on the Talk and Change Group a service user group aligned with our 
Learning Disability Team; and

• Staff Nurse Story - One of our most important priorities is improving the support 
for our BAME workforce.  One very brave nurse who worked in our services shared 
her story with us which a local poet interpreted.

We will continue to produce regular podcasts on items of interest plus investigate 
material produced by our stakeholders and broadcast by us.  Crucially, when we 
work with stakeholders to produce material giving their own views and those of their 
members, prime editorial direction will be with the stakeholder, not ourselves (subject 
of course to normal legislative standards). In this way, we can ensure the patient and 
stakeholder voice remains vibrant and genuine.
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Review of Communications and Engagement 
Objectives, SMART Goals and Outcomes
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Review of Communications and Engagement 
Objectives, SMART Goals and Outcomes
The Strategic Review considered the Trust’s existing Communications and Engagement 
Objectives, SMART Goals and Outcomes.  

These are contained in two Board-approved documents:  
• The Communications Strategy agreed by the Trust Board in May 2016; and 
• The Communications Delivery Plan 2018-20 agreed by the Trust Board in April 2018 

Communications and Engagement Objectives
The Communications Strategy 2016 proposed 10 strategic communications and 
engagement objectives.  The table below reaffirms these Objectives, sets out delivery to 
date and explains what next steps are proposed by the Strategic Review.

Objective Delivery to date
Next steps via 

Strategic Review

Outstanding organisation with high quality services

1. Raise the quality of communication 
and engagement channels to match 
the Trust’s ambitions set out in its 
vision and objectives – thereby raising 
its reputation, aiding staff retention 
and attracting the best staff

Achieved 

Wide range of new 
channels introduced 
- mainly used to 
date by Comms 
Team

Draft recruitment 
campaign designed 
and new public web 
pages created.

Targeted recruitment 
campaign for PICU 
trialled ‘journey-
based’ e-marketing

Promote 
awareness of 
new channels 
and train 
Trust teams to 
commission 
centrally or use 
them directly, 
subject to brand 
and policy 
compliance

Particular 
emphasis on 
supporting 
recruitment and 
retention

Objective Delivery to date
Next steps via 

Strategic Review

2. Build and promote a strong profile 
of the Trust locally and nationally 
through a new distinctive design style 
within the NHS brand and compelling 
narrative to create greater awareness, 
confidence and relationship with 
stakeholders particularly people who 
need the Trust’s services

Achieved primarily 
within context of 
CQC inspections 
and Outstanding 
rating

Expand profile 
and brand 
promotion to 
cover wider 
services and 
new Trust ICP 
agenda and  
new Partnering 
strategy
 

3. Improve the reputation of the 
organisation locally, regionally and 
nationally

Achieved primarily 
within context of 
CQC inspections 
and Outstanding 
rating

Expand profile 
and brand 
promotion to 
cover wider 
services and new 
Trust ICP agenda 
and  strategy

4. Support the Trust to become a 
national leader in digital technology 
and for all the stakeholders to 
understand the benefits and be 
engaged

Achieved in relation 
to introduction 
of Lorenzo, NHS 
Digital Exemplar and 
national CAMHS 
Digital Exemplar

Increase 
promotion of 
reputation for 
innovation 
in digital 
comms and 
engagement

Promote digital 
aspects of 
Innovation 
Nation and 
Dragon’s Den
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Objective Delivery to date
Next steps via 

Strategic Review

Partnership working and integrated care

5. Strengthen relationships with partners 
(particularly primary care) and 
collaborate on promotion of joint 
developments in integrated care

Ongoing

Relationships 
strengthened 
throughout  
operational 
management and 
leadership levels.

New Primary 
Care Directorate 
introduced

Operations and 
management level 

Build on initial 
success with 
promoting 
primary care 
directorate.

Confirm desired 
arrangements 
moving forward 
for promoting 
Alliance Board, 
localities and 
integrated 
care - including 
opportunities by 
harnessing MOOD

Integrate closely 
with Trust’s 
new Partnering 
strategy

Prevention agenda

6. Raise awareness of the Trust’s services 
and how to improve wellbeing across 
online and offline channels with 
increasing use of digital media.

Ongoing

New Podcast 
launched and 
increased social 
media presence

New website created 
for Wellbeing 
Academy

Promote 
awareness of 
new channels 
and train 
Trust teams to 
commission 
centrally or use 
them directly, 
subject to brand 
and policy 
compliance

Objective Delivery to date
Next steps via 

Strategic Review

Internal communication

7. Involve and inform Trust staff in 
the vision and the direction of the 
organisation enabling them to 
contribute and understand how their 
roles support the success of the Trust 
and the impact on our patients.

Achieved

Achieved via 
Comms support 
for various OD 
initiatives, such 
as LIA, Towards 
Outstanding 
Engagement, 
AQuA Leadership 
Development and 
AQuA Service 
Improvement
programmes, Open 
Space events, staff 
fora, Leadership 
Academy

Work with the 
new Executive 
Director of 
Workforce, OD 
and Inclusion 
to agree and 
deploy comms 
and engagement 
support for 
ongoing OD and 
People Strategy.

Recalibrate 
proportion of 
Comms Team 
workload to 
promote and 
support frontline 
teams.

8. Aim to raise the Trust’s staff 
engagement score year on year 
by ensuring their views are heard, 
seeking their feedback, listening, 
empowering, and responding to make 
a difference to their working life (to 
be achieved jointly with the Trust’s 
People Strategy).

Achieved

Engagement 
scores raised over 
the period and 
specific promotion 
undertaken on 
“Best performing 
mental health Trust 
in NHS staff survey”

MOOD 
Stakeholder 
Engagement 
Tool has been 
specifically 
procured with a 
Listening/Actions 
Monitoring, 
Reporting and 
Feedback Module.   

This will be 
developed and 
made operational.
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Objective Delivery to date
Next steps via 

Strategic Review

Greater involvement with carers and users of our services

9. Ensure users of our services 
are involved in the design 
and development of external 
communications

Ongoing

Service User and 
Carer Council, Talk 
and Change Group. 
Youth Council and 
Open Space events 
have had a role in 
seeing set piece 
Trust collateral

Work with Talk and 
Change Group on 
key deliverables

Healthwatch, 
Commissioners 
have a statutory etc 
role in providing 
feedback on Quality 
Account.

Podcast has 
featured a number 
of service user led 
initiatives

Inclusion Council 
has had input into 
Trust promotional 
campaigns around 
inclusion agenda

Annual 
Communications 
Satisfaction Survey 
launched

Promote 
awareness 
amongst service 
users, service 
user groups and 
stakeholders of 
new channels 
and upskill them 
to commission 
centrally or use 
them directly, 
subject to brand 
and policy 
compliance - 
under the ‘We 
Come to You” 
initiative.

Promote 
involvement 
by service 
users in annual 
satisfaction 
survey and post-
event feedback.

Objective Delivery to date
Next steps via 

Strategic Review

Evaluation

10.  Evaluate and measure communication 
performance

Achieved

Through Business 
Assurance 
Framework, 
reporting by 
Comms Team 
to Board and 
Committees.

Communications 
Satisfaction Survey 
2019 evidence base 
for this Strategic 
Review.

Post event feedback 
on REACH Awards 
carried out annually.

MOOD tool has 
introduced for first 
time active analysis 
of Comms Team 
workload and 
activity, including 
delivery against 
deadlines for 
individual projects 
as well as overall.

Web and social 
media analytics 
now part of 
Comms Team core 
operations

Further develop 
MOOD business 
reporting 
capability to 
provide richer 
and deeper 
evaluation and 
analysis.

Conduct 
feedback 
surveys as 
standard on all 
Comms events

Repeat 
Satisfaction 
Survey annually.

Further develop 
social media 
analysis and 
optimisation 
tools.
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SMART Goals and Outcomes

To achieve the Communications Objectives, the Communications Delivery Plan 2018-
20 contained 15 SMART goals and/or outcomes.  These have been incorporated and 
reported against within the Trust Business Assurance Framework.  

The table below reaffirms these goals and/or outcomes, sets out delivery to date over 
Year One of the Delivery Plan and explains what next steps are proposed under Year 
Two, informed by the Strategic Review.  

SMART Goal / Outcome Delivery to date Next steps via 
Strategic Review

1. Increase the number of 
organisations and people with 
whom we communicate by at 
least 25% using a baseline 
including social media 
reach and subscribers to 
e-newsletters;

Achieved and 
exceeded early

Baseline 
completed end 
July 2018 – 
data-cleansed 
baseline was 130 
organisations.  

Current total is 
197 and rising. 

Complete 
implementation of 
active stakeholder 
management, 
underpinned by 
MOOD

A particular focus 
on building up 
audiences and 
take-up of “push 
notification” 
channels (e.g. 
Twitter, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Podcast, 
Slideshare and 
e-newsletter)

Introduce CHASE 
stakeholder 
engagement 
programme, 
integrating 
closely with and 
support the Trust 
Partnering Strategy 
and Diversity and 
Inclusion Strategy

SMART Goal / Outcome Delivery to date Next steps via 
Strategic Review

2. Widen the range of voices 
and perspectives which we 
hear, in particular going beyond 
the normal NHS and social care 
‘family’ to engage people in 
their wider lives and activities - 
including those in seldom and/or 
less heard groups - by adding at 
least 2 new organisations in 
each identified category;

Ongoing

At least one 
additional 
organisation has 
been added to 
the database for 
seldom heard 
groups below:

Disability
Ethnicity
Sexuality
Communication 
impairments
Mental health 
problems
Homelessness
Geographical 
isolation

Work underway 
to add new 
organisations in 
other Protected 
Characteristics 
in line with BAF 
timetables

Introduce full 
range of Listening 
and Engagement 
Active Partnerships 
(LEAPS)

Greater emphasis 
on the day to 
day stakeholder 
management, 
public affairs 
and engagement 
elements of the 
Communications 
Team’s function

Particular focus 
on building up 
audiences and 
take-up of “push 
notification” 
channels (e.g. 
Twitter, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Podcast, 
Slideshare and 
e-newsletter)

Use Find SoMeone 
in Health and 
Windows on the 
World to visualise 
and engage in 
live conversations 
with seldom heard 
groups on social 
media through 
interactive clouds
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SMART Goal / Outcome Delivery to date Next steps via 
Strategic Review

3. Increase the quality of our 
communications outputs and 
activities, the experience 
of those with whom we 
communicate and our ability to 
deliver communications which 
better meet the diverse needs 
and preferences of all service 
users and stakeholders - through 
the introduction of an Annual 
Communications Satisfaction 
survey and insights from 
focus groups involving both a 
wide range internal and external 
audiences

Achieved

Communications 
Satisfaction 
Survey 2019 
forms part of this 
Strategic Review.

REACH Awards 
Feedback Survey 
also carried out in 
2018 and 2019.

Focus groups 
undertaken 
to inform 
development of 
Intranet and as 
part of design 
of recruitment 
campaign 

Improve the quality 
and currency 
of information 
available about 
Trust Teams and 
the new locality 
structure on both 
CAT and the Trust 
public website.

Repeat the annual 
Satisfaction Survey 
in 2020, together 
with feedback 
surveys on AGM 
2019 and REACH 
2020

4. Increase the ease with 
which people can receive 
communications from us and 
communicate with us - through 
the introduction of new, 
free subscriber services 
via our website, expanded 
e-newsletters and new Podcast 
channel

Achieved

e-newsletters 
now a core 
part of 
communications 
and engagement 
channels, with 
subscription form 
on our public 
website

“Combinations” 
Podcast launched 
in February 2019 
- broke through 
1,500 listens 
mark in July

A particular focus 
on building up 
audiences and 
take-up of “push 
notification” 
channels (e.g. 
Twitter, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Podcast, 
Slideshare and 
e-newsletter)

Introduce ‘event-
triggered journey’ 
e-marketing and 
communications

SMART Goal / Outcome Delivery to date Next steps via 
Strategic Review

5. Increase the accessibility of 
our communications outputs 
through new Easy Read and 
multi-language versions of 
our website and key Reports, 
plus new interactive audio and 
video versions of their content

Ongoing

Website has full 
multi-language 
facility built in.

Interactive audio 
and video version 
of Annual Report 
2018/19 under 
production.

LD Talk and 
Change Group 
engaged 
to support 
production of Easy 
Read versions of 
key reports. 

Increase the use 
of video, digital 
and social media 
friendly material 
and content

6. Increase the quality and 
efficiency of the digital estate 
through the implementation 
of a new combined Internet, 
Intranet and other web 
presences

Achieved

New web 
infrastructure 
went live during 
2018.

Wellbeing 
Academy website 
created

Locality 
restructure 
website created 
and praised by 
CQC

Introduce a new 
staff directory and 
events calendar on 
CAT.

Improve the current 
function on CAT 
for supporting 
Trust Policies and 
Procedures

Improve the quality 
and currency 
of information 
available about 
Trust Teams and 
the new locality 
structure on both 
CAT and the Trust 
public website.
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SMART Goal / Outcome Delivery to date Next steps via 
Strategic Review

7. Make our social media the 
best in the NHS through 
benchmarking and development 
of a Social Media Optimisation 
Plan;

Achieved

Social Media 
Benchmarking 
and Optimisation 
Plan forms part 
of this Strategic 
Review.

Implement the 
Social Media 
Optimisation Plan.

8. Increase the proportion of 
our communications activity 
related to providing advice, 
signposts and support - by 
creating support materials 
and resources available via our 
website and distributed to local 
organisations and companies

Ongoing

Forms part of the 
recommendations 
for priority areas 
for attention and 
recalibration of 
Comms Team 
activity in this 
Strategic Review 

Develop core 
templates, style 
guides and support 
materials to enable 
Teams to be more 
self-sufficient 
within brand

A greater emphasis 
on the role of the 
Communications 
Team in supporting 
self-sufficiency 
and proficiency 
and activity by 
frontline teams 
and individuals - 
including greater 
understanding and 
use by frontline 
staff of video, social 
and digital media 
and content.

9. Increase our public profile 
and reputation with regional 
and national organisations and 
opinion formers - through the 
introduction of Listening 
and Engagement Active 
Partnerships with the 
communications teams in key 
national organisations in areas 
relevant to our services and service 
users

Achieved

5 initial LEAPS 
agreed and being 
confirmed

Introduce full 
range of Listening 
and Engagement 
Active Partnerships 
(LEAPS) is PDR 
deliverable for 
Communications 
and Engagement 
Officer.
 

SMART Goal / Outcome Delivery to date Next steps via 
Strategic Review

10. Actively support promotion 
of our Directorates and/or 
Locality Teams with the aim of 
increasing by 25% the number 
of high quality entries the Trust 
makes to national and regional 
Awards

Ongoing

New process 
introduced for 
logging and 
tracking awards 
entries in MOOD

An even greater 
emphasis on 
promoting and 
celebrating team 
and directorate 
level activities and 
achievements

A greater emphasis 
on the role of the 
Communications 
Team in supporting 
self-sufficiency 
and developing 
proficiency 
and activity by 
frontline teams 
and individuals, 
compared with 
centrally producing 
material - 
including greater 
understanding and 
use by frontline 
staff of video, social 
and digital media 
and content
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SMART Goal / Outcome Delivery to date Next steps via 
Strategic Review

11. Increase the immediacy 
and impact of our direct 
communications to staff - 
through the introduction of 
new capabilities to centrally 
manage and disseminate key 
messages via screensavers, 
remotely managed TVs located in 
business locations and desktop 
wallpaper to staff devices

Ongoing

Software and 
hardware 
procured and 
being deployed 
(including 
monitors for 
remote locations)

Complete 
introduction of 
monitors with core 
Communications 
messages in Trust 
locations other 
than Lawton House 
and Harplands 
Hospital

A higher profile 
presence amongst 
locations other 
than Lawton House 
and (to a lesser 
extent) Harplands 
Hospital

12. Support key aspects of Trust 
operations  - including finance, 
performance, governance 
and digital teams - through 
introduction of new data 
management, analysis and 
reporting tools

Ongoing

MOOD procured 
to deliver this 
capability.  Initial 
use taken up by 
Communications 
Team and 
Inclusion Council

Conversations 
ongoing 
with senior 
management to 
raise awareness of 
this new capability

Develop the 
potential of the 
MOOD solution to 
support key aspects 
of Trust operations 
(in particular 
programme 
and project 
reporting and 
system landscape 
understanding) 
through supporting 
introduction of new 
data management, 
analysis and 
reporting tool

SMART Goal / Outcome Delivery to date Next steps via 
Strategic Review

13. Protect and promote the 
Trust’s external reputation 
and strategic effectiveness 
in influencing  - through 
increased proactivity and 
effectiveness in stakeholder 
management and public affairs

Ongoing

MOOD deployed 
and stakeholder 
contacts imported 
and analysed

Development 
underway 
of Listening 
Landscape

Complete 
implementation of 
active stakeholder 
management, 
underpinned by 
MOOD

A greater emphasis 
on the day to 
day stakeholder 
management, 
public affairs 
and engagement 
elements of the 
Communications 
Team’s function

14. Contribute to effective 
mitigation of key Trust risks  - 
for example in recruitment and 
retention, through active liaison 
with the Trust management 
lead, senior leadership team 
and Executive Directors

Ongoing

Recruitment 
campaign 
designed

A particular focus 
on supporting 
recruitment and 
retention within 
our priority areas 
for attention
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SMART Goal / Outcome Delivery to date Next steps via 
Strategic Review

15. Support the Trust’s 
organisational and business 
development strategies - by 
mapping new organisational 
structures and activities 
against business development 
goals and developing 
bespoke communications 
and marketing materials and 
strategies for each area of 
activity

Ongoing

Locality website 
created to 
underpin 
consultation.  
Praised by CQC

CAT Intranet and 
public website 
migration 
underway to 
reflect new teams 
and structures.

Bespoke 
marketing 
campaigns and 
materials deployed 
for a range of 
initiatives and 
teams across 
Combined and the  
STP

Improve the quality 
and currency 
of information 
available about 
Trust Teams and 
the new locality 
structure on both 
CAT and the Trust 
public website

An even greater 
emphasis on 
promoting and 
celebrating team 
and directorate 
level activities and 
achievements

Introduce CHASE 
stakeholder 
engagement 
programme, 
integrating 
closely with and 
support the Trust 
Partnering Strategy 
and Diversity and 
Inclusion Strategy





Communications and Engagement
Satisfaction Survey
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Communications and Engagement Satisfaction Survey
A key deliverable of the Communications Delivery Plan 2018-20 was to increase the 
quality of our communications outputs and activities, the experience of those with 
whom we communicate and our ability to deliver communications which better meet 
the diverse needs and preferences of all service users and stakeholders - through the 
introduction of an Annual Communications Satisfaction survey.

The first survey was carried out during July 2019.  Participation was sought and obtained 
via e-mail, e-newsletter, website and social media.  There was a good balance of 
responses from across the various directorates in the Trust, frontline staff, service users 
and stakeholders.

Who responded?

Responses were primarily from long standing employees - with a wide range of roles and 
teams- or those who had engaged with the Trust for over 2 years.

Job Title Team Name
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What did they feel about the communications and service they receive?

There were high levels of overall satisfaction with communications received from 
Combined Healthcare:

“The team are very responsive and supportive” Care Home Liaison Team

“Great improvements made”  Staff Counselling

“The Combined Comms Team are the most approachable, helpful, innovative, 
passionate and forward-thinking communications team I have worked with” OD and 
Education Team

“We work with Combined to ensure consistent shared messages about services are 
delivered to the public, when responding to press enquiries or promoting services.  We 
find the communications team responsive and helpful” Stoke City Council Pubic Health

“I think that there are a lot of comms that could go out centrally but often response 
has been slow due to demand / resource issues...I would like more clinical/front line 
information shared rather than just Top Down” Harplands Acute Wards

There were high levels of overall satisfaction with support from the Communications 
Team:

“Good selection of ways of communication both internally and externally and good use 
of social media”Service Manager

“Relevant information is received where necessary. It is also good to see representation 
from communications at some meetings to facilitate what is shared as outcomes from 
those meetings e.g. the recent power outage” Intensive Support Team

“The comms team are often relying on staff giving them content for any comms to go 
out which takes time..  .so  Twitter often seems to provide better snapshot info re what’s 
happening in the Trust as its quicker for staff” Patient Safety Manager

“You can never tell us everything but I like the positive vibe that comms have adopted. 
It’s good for morale”  Mental Health Liaison Team
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Overall, respondents felt that the Comms Team kept them fully or well informed:

“I generally feel that communication is timely, relevant and communicated widely. The 
only thing I feel people would like to know more of is regarding the plans to develop/ 
enhance clinical services. Maybe more communication from a commissioning point of 
view would help”Social Worker AHMP

“More information about the different services would be great, as there is so many 
different ones and unless there is an event, we do not hear anything of them“ Corporate

“Really difficult to get a balance between too much information coming out and not 
enough time to read it and keeping more informed. Like the headlines with links to click 
for further information” Learning Disabilities Service

“Ideally, if we could utilise the computer opening screen for the Trust for comms - then 
we could get short, snappy comms out to everyone” Education and Development Manager

Which  topics do they feel are most important for to know about and would like to see 
in our Communications?

Below is the ranked list of topics in terms of importance attached that respondents felt 
they would like to see more of:
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Which ideas in the pipeline would be of most interest/use to them?

Below is the ranked list of ideas currently in the development pipeline in terms of how 
much interest and/or use of respondents attached to them:

Which current products/ services do they most value/use?

Below is the ranked Top 20 list of current products and services provided by the 
Communications Team that respondents said they most value and/or use:
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Key messages to take away

The Communications Satisfaction Survey provides welcome reassurance that the 
investment and work carried out over the last three years has delivered results in terms 
of satisfaction from staff, service users and stakeholders.

Overall, people feel well supported and informed by the Communications and 
Engagement Team and the channels designed, operated and managed by them.

The team is seen as approachable, responsible and excellent - in line with the Trust Proud 
to CARE values.  They are also seen as positive and friendly.  There is recognition of the 
improvements, progress and new channels delivered over recent years.

There is a strong theme that comes through of the value that is particularly attached 
to products and services that provide information and celebrate achievements about 
frontline teams. 

The need and desire for greater information and support relating to content and 
operations of frontline teams - as well as an ever greater focus on surfacing and 
celebrating achievements and activities at the team and directorate level - also come 
through strongly in the ranking of future ideas in the pipeline.

The proposals in this Strategic Review for recalibration of some aspects of the 
Communications and Engagement Team’s work are derived in part from this staff, 
service user and stakeholder feedback.



Outstanding
Our journey continues...

How the Strategic Review helps deliver 
our Trust Vision, Aims and Values
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How the Strategic Review helps deliver 
our Trust Vision, Aims and Values
Our vision and values

In 2017, the Trust produced a refined statement of our vision - “To be Outstanding - in 
all we do and how we do it.”  This was confirmed in 2019.

Our vision is underpinned by our SPAR quality priorities - to provide services that are 
safe, personalised, accessible and recovery-focused. These guide all we do and are the 
benchmark against which we judge how we perform.

In delivering those services - as well as in all of our working relationships with service 
users, carers, families, stakeholders and each other, we are guided by our Proud to CARE 
values - to be compassionate, approachable, responsible and excellent.

We cannot achieve our overall vision to be outstanding in all we do and how we do it 
unless we deliver truly outstanding communications and engagement.  

This is what the Communications Delivery Plan 2018-20 has been designed to deliver, 
through:

• best of breed tools and infrastructure;
• an in-house team with the necessary specialist skills and experience to harness these 

tools and infrastructure; and
• 15 SMART goals and outcomes aligned with our SPAR Quality Priorities, Proud to 

Care Values and key Objectives.

By conducting this Strategic Review halfway through the timeframe for the Delivery 
Plan - including seeking feedback and input from our staff, service users, stakeholders 
and local communities via a Satisfaction Survey - we have been able to confirm that our 
overall objectives, aims and priorities are sound, whilst identifying areas where we can 
make adjustments to ensure what we deliver is truly outstanding and aligned to our staff 
and service users’ needs and views. 

In short we have been able to 
• keep what works;
• prioritise areas needing attention; and
• identify where a small measure of recalibration could be beneficial.

The Trust seven key objectives

The Trust looks to deliver its strategic aims and realise its vision by achieving
seven key objectives, updated in 2019:

1. To enhance service user and carer collaboration
2. Provide the highest quality, safe and effective services
3. Inspire and implement innovation and research
4. Embed an open and learning culture that enables continual improvement
5. Attract, develop and retain the best people
6. Maximise and use our resources effectively
7. Take a lead role in partnership working and integration

This Strategic Review confirms the contribution communications and engagement can 
make to help deliver these key Trust objectives, as set out below:

Key Objective Communications and Engagement 
contribution

To enhance service user and carer 
collaboration

Existing SMART Objectives: 
(i) increase the number of organisations 
and people with whom we communicate; 
(ii) widen the range of voices and 
perspectives which we hear; 
(iii) better meet the diverse needs and 
preferences of all service users and 
stakeholders;
(iv) increase the ease with which people 
can receive communications from us and 
communicate with us; and
(v) increase the accessibility of our 
communications outputs.

Strategic Review prioritisation:
(i) complete implementation of active 
stakeholder management, underpinned 
by MOOD; and 
(ii) introduce full range of Listening and 
Engagement Active Partnerships (LEAPS).

Strategic Review recalibration:
(i) a greater emphasis on the day to 
day stakeholder management, public 
affairs and engagement elements of the 
Communications Team’s function; and
(ii) a particular focus on building up 
audiences and take-up of “push 
notification” channels.
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Key Objective Communications and Engagement 
contribution

Provide the highest quality, safe and 
effective services

Existing SMART Objectives:
(i) increase the quality of our 
communications outputs and activities;
(ii) increase the accessibility of our 
communications outputs; 
(iii) increase the quality and efficiency of 
the digital estate; 
(iv) make our social media the best in the 
NHS; and
(v) support the Trust’s organisational and 
business development strategies

Strategic Review prioritisation:
(i) complete the implementation and 
population of the Trust Intranet (CAT);
(ii) introduce a new staff directory and 
events calendar on CAT;
(iii) improve the current function on 
CAT for supporting Trust Policies and 
Procedures;
(iv) improve the quality and currency of 
information available about Trust Teams 
and the new locality structure on both 
CAT and the Trust public website

Strategic Review recalibration:
(i) an increased emphasis on the role of 
the Trust Intranet and public website for 
day to day news promotion, augmenting 
social media activity; 
(ii) a particular focus on supporting 
recruitment and retention; and
(iii) a greater exploitation of existing 
material through making them available 
by default via social and digital channels.

Key Objective Communications and Engagement 
contribution

Inspire and implement innovation and 
research

Existing SMART Objectives:
(i) increase our public profile and 
reputation with regional and national 
organisations and opinion formers; and
(ii) actively support promotion of our 
Directorates and/or Locality Teams;
(iii) increase the ease with which people 
can receive communications from us and 
communicate with us; and
(iv) increase our public profile and 
reputation with regional and national 
organisations and opinion formers.

Strategic Review prioritisation:
(i) improve the quality and currency of 
information available about Trust Teams 
on both CAT and the Trust public website; 
and
(ii) increase the use of video, digital and 
social media friendly material and content.

Strategic Review recalibration:
(i) an even greater emphasis on promoting 
and celebrating team and directorate level 
activities and achievements;
(ii) a greater emphasis on the role of the 
Communications Team in supporting self-
sufficiency and developing proficiency and 
activity by frontline teams and individuals; 
(iii) greater understanding and use by 
frontline staff of video, social and digital 
media and content, and
(iv) introducing Slideshare into our channel 
portfolio and more use of livecasting/
recording
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Key Objective Communications and Engagement 
contribution

Embed an open and learning culture that 
enables continual improvement

Existing SMART Objectives:
(i) increase the number of organisations 
and people with whom we communicate; 
(ii) actively support promotion of our 
Directorates and/or Locality Teams;
(iii) widen the range of voices and 
perspectives which we hear; 
(iv) better meet the diverse needs and 
preferences of all service users and 
stakeholders;
(v) increase the ease with which people 
can receive communications from us and 
communicate with us

Strategic Review prioritisation:
(i) improve the quality and currency of 
information available about Trust Teams 
on both CAT and the Trust public website; 
(ii) improve profile and promotion of the 
Trust’s overall commitment and actions to 
being open, including Freedom to Speak 
Up Guardians and Dear Peter; and
(iii) increase the use of video, digital and 
social media friendly material and content.

Strategic Review recalibration:
(i) an even greater emphasis on promoting 
and celebrating team and directorate level 
activities and achievements;
(ii) an increased emphasis on the role of 
the Trust Intranet and public website for 
day to day news promotion, augmenting 
social media activity;
(iii) a greater emphasis on the role of the 
Communications Team in supporting self-
sufficiency and developing proficiency and 
activity by frontline teams and individuals;
(iv) greater understanding and use by 
frontline staff of video, social and digital 
media and content; and
(v) introducing Slideshare into our channel 
portfolio and more use of livecasting/
recording

Key Objective Communications and Engagement 
contribution

Attract, develop and retain the best 
people

Existing SMART Objectives:
(i) increase the number of organisations 
and people with whom we communicate; 
(ii) actively support promotion of our 
Directorates and/or Locality Teams;
(iii) increase the ease with which people 
can receive communications from us and 
communicate with us;
(iv) increase our public profile and 
reputation with regional and national 
organisations and opinion formers.

Strategic Review prioritisation:
(i) introduce a new staff directory and 
events calendar on CAT;
(ii) a particular focus on supporting 
recruitment and retention; 
(iii) increase promotion and profile of 
contribution made to Combined by our 
consultants and medics, partnership with 
universities, student placements and 
research activities; and
(iii) increase the use of video, digital and 
social media friendly material and content.

Strategic Review recalibration:
(i) an even greater emphasis on promoting 
and celebrating team and directorate level 
activities and achievements;
(ii) an increased emphasis on the role of 
the Trust Intranet and public website for 
day to day news promotion, augmenting 
social media activity
(iii) a greater emphasis on the role of the 
Communications Team in supporting self-
sufficiency and developing proficiency and 
activity by frontline teams and individuals;
(iv) greater understanding and use by 
frontline staff of video, social and digital 
media and content; and
(v) a higher profile presence amongst 
locations other than Lawton House and 
(to a lesser extent) Harplands Hospital
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Key Objective Communications and Engagement 
contribution

Maximise and use our resources effectively Existing SMART Objectives:
(i) increase the quality of our 
communications outputs and activities, 
the experience of those with whom we 
communicate and our ability to deliver 
communications which better meet 
diverse needs and preferences;
(ii) increase the ease with which people 
can receive communications from us and 
communicate with us;
(iii) increase the accessibility of our 
communications outputs;
(iv) increase the quality and efficiency of 
the digital estate;
(v) make our social media the best in the 
NHS;
(vi) increase the immediacy and impact of 
our direct communications to staff; and
(vii) introduce interactive audio and video 
versions of Annual Report from 2018/19  
onwards

Strategic Review prioritisation:
(i) complete implementation and 
population of the Trust Intranet (CAT)
(ii) improve the current function on 
CAT for supporting Trust Policies and 
Procedures; and
(iii) develop a comprehensive set of core 
templates, style guides and support 
materials to enable Teams to be more self-
sufficient within brand guidelines

Strategic Review recalibration:
(i) a greater emphasis on the role of the 
Communications Team in supporting self-
sufficiency and developing proficiency and 
activity; and
(ii) a greater exploitation of existing 
material

Key Objective Communications and Engagement 
contribution

Take a lead role in partnership working 
and integration

Existing SMART Objectives:
(i) increase the number of organisations 
and people with whom we communicate; 
(ii) widen the range of voices and 
perspectives which we hear
(iii) increase our public profile and 
reputation with regional and national 
organisations and opinion formers; and
(iv) protect and promote the Trust’s 
external reputation and strategic 
effectiveness in influencing

Strategic Review prioritisation:
(i) improve the quality and currency of 
information available about Trust Teams 
on both CAT and the Trust public website;
(ii) complete implementation of active 
stakeholder management, underpinned 
by MOOD; 
(iii) introduce full range of Listening and 
Engagement Active Partnerships (LEAPS); 
(iv) introduce Active Listening and 
increased active stakeholder engagement 
via CHASE programme integrated with 
new Partnering Strategy and Diversity and 
Inclusion Strategy; and
(v) support Trust senior leadership in 
their role and activities in system-wide 
integration

Strategic Review recalibration:
(i) an increased emphasis on the role of 
the Trust Intranet and public website for 
day to day news promotion, augmenting 
social media activity;
(ii) a greater emphasis on the day to 
day stakeholder management, public 
affairs and engagement elements of the 
Communications Team’s function; and
(iii) a particular focus on building 
up audiences and take-up of “push 
notification” channels





How the Strategic Review 
drives a Strategic Shift in 

what we do and how we do it
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Strategic Shift
To be truly Outstanding in our Communications and Engagement, we need to go 
beyond simply introducing new improvements, tools and channels.  We need to 
demonstrate our thought leadership and understanding that there is a robust conceptual 
philosophy and coherent, integrated approach which guides our Strategy.  This Section 
does this by explaining the Strategic Shift we are seeking to achieve and why we are 
doing it.

We believe the starting point for this Strategic Shift  is to adopt a whole new mindset 
towards communications and engagement.  And we believe social media is particularly 
well suited to driving this changed mindset. We call it changing from Broadcasters to 
Communitarians.

From Broadcasters to Communitarians

Followers of the Broadcaster approach tend to be found in the most traditional 
backwaters of old fashioned communications operations and/or engagement. 

They see social media as simply another set of communications channels to continue 
traditional habits and behaviours of announcing things or speaking at people.  They 
typically deploy tried and trusted methods to pursue conventional PR and marketing 
goals of building brand and organisational presence, mainly through one-way 
communication to the media, members or member organisations, stakeholders or 
external bodies, customers or service users.  The only difference that social media 
provides is a limited range of alternative broadcast mechanisms to the traditional tools 
and techniques of one-way press releases, media briefings, round-robin e-mails or mail-
merged campaign literature and collateral.

A half-way house stage between the Broadcaster and Communitarian approach might 
see the deployment of a series of Listening capabilities and programmes.  This involves 
mainly inviting stakeholders and service users to submit responses and comments, 
ratings or observations on the organisation and its performance and service approaches.  
These responses and comments are then analysed behind closed doors by the 
organisation and an improvement strategy developed to deal with the findings.

There may well be nothing intrinsically wrong with adopting either the Broadcaster or 
particularly the Listening approach.  In some contexts, it might be a good course of 
action for an NHS body to adopt, delivering exactly what the organisation needs at a 
specific time or within its specific immediate challenge or context.

But neither approach will work in the long term if the goal is to promote and sustain 
a  genuine social and partnership culture.  This is where a Communitarian approach is 
needed to deliver truly groundbreaking results.

Communitarians tend to be found in the more enlightened teams in engagement, 
change management and frontline delivery.

Under a Communitarian approach, the widest possible range of social media channels 
and tools - including mobile channels - are deployed to underpin engagement, change 
and improvement programmes built upon a rich mix of engaging, listening, responding, 
supporting, facilitating and participating in communities of individuals and organisations.

Rather than using social media simply to tell staff, patients and the wider world what 
NHS organisations are doing centrally and what they are thinking, a communitarian 
approach uses social media to give frontline staff, carers, patients and families THEIR 
voice and THEIR spaces to interact with each other and inform each other.  And a very 
powerful voice it can prove to be.

And, of course, social media uniquely provides an economical and easy way to share he 
richest quality and depth material and content.  An iPhone or Android device becomes 
a movie camera.  A tablet becomes a fully blown live production studio.  A web channel 
becomes a live TV station.  A podcast becomes a radio station. All of them provide 
spaces to interact, mutually discover and share.

In later sections in this Review, we set out in detail our plans to:
• make our social media the best in the NHS - page 45;
• introduce Listening and Engagement Active Partnerships (LEAPS) - page 53; and
• develop active stakeholder engagement (CHASE) - page 57

In this section we set four strands of the overall context for these developments:
• The first strand of this strategic shift is called “Active Listening”.  
• The second strand of this strategic shift is called “We come to you”
• The third strand of this strategic shift is a conscious planned effort to go beyond our 

traditional audiences and the NHS ‘family’ 
• The fourth strand of this strategic shift is a determination to deliver the highest 

quality and most modern communications possible.  
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Active Listening

At the heart of our strategy lies the concept of Active Listening. This can also be 
described as “listening and engaging for a purpose”. This includes listening to the views 
of and communicating with: 

• our service users and their carers and families; 
• our own staff;  
• local NHS and care partners;
• our partners across the local Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent Sustainability and 

Transformation Partnership, including our local government colleagues;
• local voluntary and third sectors;
• print and broadcast media;
• local businesses and employers; 
• local decision makers, elected representatives and opinion formers; 
• audiences and communities active on social media; and
• regional and national audiences.

It means having a continual awareness that we don’t just listen and communicate for the 
sake of it or as an end in itself, but in order to deliver - and be seen to deliver - concrete 
outcomes and improvements in our strategies and the recovery-focussed services we 
seek to deliver for local people, incorporating their views, insights and preferences. It
also includes providing advice and information, signposts and support to our staff as 
well as local service users and carers to look after their own health and well-being and 
that of the people they care for.

We look to deliver the concept of Active Listening in reality through:
• the establishment of new Listening & Engagement Active Partnerships (LEAPS) 

with key stakeholders and partners - locally, regionally and nationally; 
• strengthening and deepening our ties and planned activities with local 

Healthwatch and the voluntary sector;
• strengthening our drive to engage seldom heard groups and ensuring that their 

voice is heard and acted upon;
• reaching out beyond our immediate and familiar networks in health and social 

care to embrace and engage with organisations and individuals involved in 
complementary networks and interests - for example in environmental, 
sporting, cultural and educational spheres; 

• developing our relationships and joint working with communications team in local 
government;

• strengthening our partnerships and relationships with local print and broadcast 
media, including BBC Radio Stoke, Signal Radio and the Stoke Sentinel;

• increasing our profile and activities with local businesses and employers, helping 
provide advice and signposts to their own employees on how to access and use our 
services for themselves and their families.

In doing so, we will integrate and work closely with the Trust’s new Partnering Strategy 
and Diversity and Inclusion Strategy.

“We come to you”

A key plank of our updated Communications Strategy is a determination to ensure that 
people shouldn’t be forced to come to us to find out information, give their views and 
opinions, nor to make their voice heard.  

Instead, we will make strong efforts to go to them and enable them to proactively 
receive communications from us - either by push notification or subscription.  

We do this by:
• introducing a new facility via our website to allow users to receive automatic 

alerts of news items as soon as they appear, or in a daily or weekly summary;
• increasing our use of social media in ways that go beyond merely using it as 

another publishing channel. Rather than using social media simply to tell the NHS, 
social care and the wider world what we are doing and what we are thinking, we  
look to use social media to give frontline staff, carers, patients and families their 
voice and their spaces to interact with us and each other;

• increasing our use of e-newsletters to which anyone can subscribe and 
automatically receive.  Increased use of this channel also enables us to track how 
many recipients read the content and/or activate links to material contained therein;

• creating a new podcast channel “Combinations” via iTunes and Soundcloud, 
containing audio and video news items from the Trust plus background films 
introducing our people and partners and explaining what we do.  Always available 
to anyone and always free, any episode is capable of being watched online or 
downloaded without subscribing. Subscribers automatically receive new episodes to 
their computer or mobile device.  We produce regular podcasts on items of interest 
plus the possibility in future of material produced by our stakeholders and broadcast 
by us. We will work with them to agree what topics they would most like us to 
produce with them or what programmes and material they would like to see;

• identify and approach followers of Twitter accounts that demonstrate a 
relevance to our target areas but do currently follow our own Twitter account         
@CombinedNHS using a unique social media intelligence tool - Find SoMeOne 
in Health.  This enables us to engage via Twitter with audiences who would not 
normally feature on our radar or whom may not be aware of what we do and/or 
hear messages and information from us that would be of use and help; and

• use a unique facility on our website and/or Intranet - Windows on the World 
- bringing together real time content produced by pre-selected Twitter accounts, 
Facebook Pages and Instagram. They enable users to see and interact with what 
is being talked about right now on social media by different worlds of individuals, 
organisations and groups.
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Increasing our reach

Historically, our reach was built on the following main strands:
• a membership database, initially created with the help of an external supplier in 

2016, but brought in house in 2017;
• a stakeholder list made up of 254 key stakeholders mainly from NHS organisations 

across the local health economy, refreshed and confirmed by the Communications 
Team during 2017;

• our staff list held by HR and updated to Communications Team monthly for 
distribution of the CEO blog, Newsround and staff notifications;     

• our Service User and Carer Council;
• attendee invites to various annual, engagement and/or Open Space events; and
• individual and/or ad hoc lists held by directorates or teams across the Trust

As part of the updated Communications Strategy 2018-20, we have begun to increase 
both the depth and the width of our engagement reach.  In particular, we are pursuing 
two aims:

• increase the number of people with whom we engage within those organisations 
with whom we are already engaged; and

• increase the range of organisations and individuals with whom we engage, in 
particular going beyond the normal NHS ‘family’ to engage people in their wider 
lives and activities.

Increasing the numbers

To help us achieve our first aim, during 2018, we integrated into our new MOOD 
tool the management and operation of the hitherto separate externally hosted 
databases underpinning our membership scheme and our service user and stakeholder 
groups. At the end of this exercise, we had increased our database of named 
stakeholders from 254 to 408.  

We also had created a list of 173 stakeholder organisations, grouping them according to 
their organisation type:

• Patients - Carers - Families
• Health and Care Partners
• Media - Opinion Formers - Influencers
• Companies and Partners
• Elected representatives and oversight
• Third Sector and Community Groups

We also grouped the organisations/groups according to geographical proximity -  
whether they were:

• Internal to the Trust
• Local
• Regional
• National

This exercise has already shown gaps and potential inaccuracies in our existing 
stakeholder lists - for example it suggests that our tagging of stakeholder organisations 

needs significant review and improvement.

We will:
• carry out a full data cleanse of our stakeholder individual and organisational contact 

details and categorisation;
• once this is completed, we will analyse where we have significant gaps across 

organisation type and proximity;
• prioritise filling these gaps as part of our greater emphasis on the day to day 

stakeholder management, public affairs and engagement elements of the 
Communications Team’s function
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We will also systematically work through our records of stakeholder organisations, using 
the named contact or generic e-mail account as a bridgehead into the organisation’s 
wider membership, offering them the opportunity to engage with us direct.

We will in particular strengthen our drive to engage seldom heard groups and ensure 
that their voice is heard and acted upon. Some of these groups may well prefer us to 
engage with a single named contact and to give us their views and experiences via 
face-to-face activities. The important thing is for us to consciously be aware of - and 
document -these preferences, so we ensure we are meeting people’s preferred options.

Combined Healthcare has recently developed a new Partnering Strategy which details 
our commitment to working together with our core partners so we can have assurance 
that the services we provide meet the needs of our local population, are aligned 
to the services offered through our partners and benefit from service improvement 
opportunities which harnesses the breadth and depth of the expertise available through 
our partner network.  Our work will be closely integrated with and support this Strategy.

Increasing the range

Like most NHS organisations, the vast majority of our engagement takes place with 
people within the context of our day-to-day business or their own direct recent 
experience of care 

This is - and should remain - the core of our listening and engagement activity. It enables 
us to understand the views and experiences of those currently using and experiencing 
our services. And it forms a vital part of our quality strategy.

Our work with organisations representing seldom heard groups will help us increase the 
range of those whose voices and opinions we hear, by taking advice from them on the 
optimum way to engage with their members and communities.

However, the people and organisations directly engaged through these activities during 
any particular period are only a sub-set of the local population we serve.

Our communication and engagement aims are not just to deal with the here and now, 
but to engage and plan for the medium and longer terms. So everyone in our area has 
an interest in what we do and what we plan to do.

But there are plenty of people who neither participate nor wish to participate in 
organisations or existing formal structures with which we currently engage. We have 
been looking at how we can reach beyond our day-to-day NHS operational contexts to 
encompass a wider cross-section of our population.

We have been developing our partnership with our colleagues in local government 
communications teams and will look to deepen this.

Over the coming period, we will look to be even more imaginative about the channels 
through which we communicate - for example by linking up with major sporting, 
cultural, environmental or tourism events across North Staffordshire and Stoke-on-
Trent. We will contact organisations organising such events to see what opportunities 
exist.

We will also recognise and support the vital role that our own staff can play in this 
regard, through their own contacts and interactions with service users and their families, 
as well as professional, stakeholder and community groups. 

We also believe that social media can play a significant role in this regard. Millions 
of people across the UK use social media daily to find and interact with like-minded 
people and organisations who share their interests, concerns and priorities - for example 
young mums and dads, people interested in mental health issues, maybe even people 
interested in diet or alternative therapies. Later in this Review, we set out further details 
of our ambitions to be the very best in NHS social media.

Often, these people do not naturally come into contact with our organisation, but their 
voices matter. We believe we can identify and reach out to these people using social 
media. For example, an insight into their interests can sometimes by gleaned the organi-
sations and accounts whom they choose to follow on Twitter.

Using our unique tools Find SoMeone in Health and Windows on the World, we will 
identify and approach followers of Twitter accounts that demonstrate a relevance to our 
target areas but do currently follow our own Twitter account @CombinedNHS.

This will enable us to engage via Twitter with audiences who would not normally feature 
on our radar or whom may not be aware of what we do and/or hear messages and 
information from us that would be of use and help.

We will also cross-reference and identify particular groups or individuals who are not 
currently engaged around a particular strategy, but whose profile or existing patterns 
of interest in a particular condition would suggest that they would naturally have an 
interest therein.

Patient Stories

Patient stories are increasingly becoming an integral part of our public Board meetings 
and Board Committee proceedings. 

We use patient stories to drive changes and influence service provision through 
discussions in these meetings. A large part of the power of Patient Stories derives from 
them being the authentic voice of real people captured on video or in person talking 
about real life experiences and real examples in their own terms and their own language. 

We will, wherever possible, and only where we have patient consent, make these patient 
stories available via our website and social media.
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Increasing the quality and efficiency of the digital estate 

Early in 2017, we completed the introduction of a new website commissioned before 
the current team and Associate Director were appointed.  This was received well, but did 
not meet our full need or ambitions.  Following an independent options appraisal and 
evaluation, we secured agreement for the implementation of a much more ambitious 
and advanced web infrastructure based on a new combined Internet, Intranet and 
other web presences.  

Completion of Stage One 

The first stage was completed in 2018, led by the Communications Team, using in-house 
specialist knowledge and resources wherever possible.  It resulted in:

• migrating our existing multi-platform architecture for Intranet, public website and 
other web presences into a single Wordpress multi-site installation; 

• creation of a new public website and new Intranet (CAT) on this new architecture; 
• extending our existing suite of social media channels and maximising their 

contribution and integration with our web and Intranet presences;
• fully responsive web presences across all mobile platforms and devices; 
• harnessing and integrating the extended capabilities of Campaign Monitor into our 

communications operations;
• improved content management;
• increased accessibility of the material delivered via our website and Intranet, 

including for those with difficulty working with large amounts of text or less than 
simple English; and

• capability for creation and management of microsites and/or nesting of existing 
external web presences.

Immediate priorities for Stage Two - Intranet and remote locations

Moving forward into Stage  during 2019, we will complete the following work on the 
Intranet and remote facilities as a priority, introduce a new staff directory and events 
calendar on CAT;

• improve the current function on CAT for supporting Trust Policies and Procedures;
• complete introduction of monitors with core Communications messages in Trust 

locations other than Lawton House and Harplands Hospital; and
• complete introduction of Trust-wide desktop messaging solution.

Immediate priorities for Stage Two - support for frontline teams

Drawing upon the findings of the Communications Satisfaction survey and other 
feedback from staff, service users and stakeholders, we will also recalibrate resources 
within the Communications Team operations to :

• improve the quality and currency of information available about Trust Teams and the 
new locality structure on both CAT and the Trust public website;

• increase the use of video, digital and social media friendly material and content;
• develop a comprehensive set of core templates, style guides and support materials 

to enable Teams to be more self-sufficient within brand guidelines; and
• complete introduction of monitors with core Communications messages in Trust 

locations other than Lawton House and (to a lesser extent) Harplands Hospital - 
using them to reinforce key messages, values and behaviours, involvement in key 
initiatives such as the NHS staff survey, flu campaign and others

Looking to the longer term

We will also investigate the value of introducing in the longer term the following 
capabilities:

• single sign-on to different websites or sub-sections of these sites for internal staff 
dependent on their agreed level of access;

• ability of individuals to (i) register interest in events, roles and programmes,  (ii) see 
and update their own details (iii) download relevant documents and artefacts, (iv) 
submit comments and questions and (v) participate in blogs and forums;  

• ability to send alerts, reminders, invitations to participate in engagement activities 
(online and offline,) e-mails and eventually push notifications to individuals and 
organisations dependent on their registered interests and preferred method of 
contact; 

• introduce ‘event-triggered journey’ e-marketing; and
• web-enabled capability for individuals, organisations and stakeholders to submit 

comments, questions and feedback to us.  



The very best at
NHS Social Media
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The very best at NHS Social Media

An ambition to be the very best at NHS Social Media is a key part of our 
Communications and Engagement Strategy.  Our Associate Director of Communications 
has been the Social Media Course Tutor for the NHS Leadership Academy Nye Bevan 
Programme since its inception and has an unrivalled track record in NHS Social Media.

We are looking to be the very best through a six step programme:

Step One - Benchmark our Social Media Capability and Maturity against the 
NHS.  

As part of this Strategic Review, we objectively assessed our current social media 
capability and maturity against the NHS more widely using a specialist tool - the Social 
Media Capability Assessment. This is a powerful analysis and benchmarking solution that 
enables NHS organisations objectively to assess their current social media capability, set 
goals for improvement and develop and manage implementation of a tightly outcomes-
focussed Optimisation Plan.  It has been used through the NHS Leadership Academy Nye 
Bevan Programme to combine self-assessments by over 400 individuals working at all 
levels over more than 30 NHS organisations, including national leadership organisations 
and agencies, Acute Trusts and Community Trusts.   

Unlike other social media tracking tools, it crucially assesses not just Social Media 
Capability in isolation, but also how well social media is embedded in, integrated with 
and supported by the wider organisation and its core business and leadership strategies, 
functions and processes.

These factors combine to produced a powerful Maturity Model, which describes an 
‘ideal-type’ organisation at various stages of development of social media, purely in 
business outcome and behaviours.  

It not only allows the organisation to understand its current state of maturity and 
capability.  It also allows the organisation to glimpse where it might get to across all 
areas of activity and develop a tightly focussed Social Media Optimisation Plan to enable 
it to move towards the ideal.

Objective assessment across four Dimensions

The tool objectively assesses an organisation’s current social media capability across four 
Dimensions:

• Channels and Communities;
• Content;
• Leadership and Policy; and
• Organisation and Culture.   

Each Dimension contains five indicators (making 20 indicators in all) built upon an 
objective description of an organisation at increasing levels of capability - with an 
underlying algorithm to apply a maturity score for the organisation for each indicator at 
each level of capability:

• None/non-existent;
• Sub-optimal;
• Adequate;
• Reasonable;
• Good; or
• Optimal.

 
The combination of all 20 Indicators in turn produce an overall Organisational Maturity 
Assessment according to the following states: 

• Non-participant;
• Very low maturity;
• Low maturity;
• Medium maturity;
• High maturity; or
• Exemplar.

The NHS overall has been assessed at being at Low Maturity. Our benchmarking results 
- which assess us favourable against the average as being at Medium Maturity - are 
shown below:
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20 Indicators benchmarked against the NHS average

Our benchmarked performance across the whole 20 indicators are set out below:

Indicator Combined 
Healthcare 
Maturity 

Combined Maturity 
Description

NHS 
Average 
Maturity

Combined 
performance 
against NHS

Channels and Communities - Combined rating “Good” - NHS Average “Good” At Average

Broadcaster or 
Communitarian

Good The use of social media is 
a common and expected 
activity across the majority 
of functions and teams in 
the organisation. Its activities 
regularly encompass a 
Communitarian approach.

Reasonable Above Average

Channels and 
Communities 
Involvement

Adequate A minority of the 
organisation is a passive 
participant/observer in 
other organisations’ 
channels or communities.  
A small minority are active 
contributors, but this is 
an exception rather than 
the norm and such activity 
is tolerated rather than 
encouraged.

Reasonable Below Average

Mobile Integration Reasonable The organisation is 
investigating or developing 
plans for integrating its 
core business processes into 
mobile and social media 
capabilities.

Adequate Above Average

Stakeholder 
Understanding

Reasonable The organisation has carried 
out a one-off exercise to 
map its existing stakeholders 
and their social media 
presences.

Adequate Above Average

Use of channels Adequate A limited number of teams 
in the organisation are 
beginning to use at least 
3 of Twitter, Facebook, 
LinkedIn and YouTube.

Adequate At Average

Indicator Combined 
Healthcare 
Maturity 

Combined Maturity 
Description

NHS 
Average 
Maturity

Combined 
performance 
against NHS

Content - Combined rated “Good” - NHS Average Adequate (n.b. all score totals) Above Average

Frequency of reviewing 
and updating

Adequate Content is infrequently 
reviewed, archived or 
updated as circumstances 
require or new material.

Reasonable Below Average

Intellectual and Social 
Capital

Reasonable The organisation encourages 
its internal staff to share 
experiences and knowledge 
through social media.

Reasonable At Average

Range of content 
formats

Adequate Social Media Activity 
encompasses a growing 
range of formats - pictures 
and read-only presentations 
are the norm.  Audio and 
video broadcasts or podcasts 
are increasingly being used.

Adequate At Average

Re-use of traditional 
material

Adequate Traditional material is 
republished by a limited 
range of teams within the 
organisation with minor 
amendment via a growing 
range of social media 
channels with ability of 
stakeholders and users to 
comment.

Adequate At Average

Social Content 
Creation

Adequate A limited number of teams 
in the organisation are 
beginning to investigate and 
trial how social media can 
be used to create content 
and insights in new ways.

Adequate At Average
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Indicator Combined 
Healthcare 
Maturity 

Combined Maturity 
Description

NHS 
Average 
Maturity

Combined 
performance 
against NHS

Leadership and Policy- Combined rated “Adequate” - NHS Average “Adequate” At Average

Board Engagement Reasonable A minority of the Board 
are active users of social 
media or review outputs 
from social media.  Outputs 
and insights from social 
media are sporadically used 
at Board level, but its use 
is neither mandated nor 
actively encouraged across 
the organisation

Reasonable At Average

Inclusion in 
mainstream leadership 
responsibilities

Sub-optimal Social Media is not referred 
to in any mainstream 
leadership responsibilities 
other than in passing 
for senior heads of 
communications or IT

Adequate Below Average

Integrated 
communications, 
listening, engagement 
and improvement

Adequate Social Media augments one 
or two of these business 
processes, but does not 
integrate them.

Adequate At Average

Social Media Strategy /
Framework

Adequate A Social Media Strategy 
/ Framework is under 
development

Adequate At Average

Strategic Alignment Adequate Social Media is included 
within the overall strategic 
aims and goals of the 
organisation - primarily 
restricted to the Comms 
or IT functions, although 
a limited number of teams 
also include it indirectly in 
their own goals and aims.

Adequate At Average

Indicator Combined 
Healthcare 
Maturity 

Combined Maturity 
Description

NHS 
Average 
Maturity

Combined 
performance 
against NHS

Leadership and Policy- Combined rated “Adequate” - NHS Average “Good” Below Average

Organisational 
Engagement

Reasonable A wide range of the 
organisation are engaged 
across a wide variety of 
Social Media channels 
relevant to their function 
or area of activity.  These 
channels are increasingly 
seen as a core part of their 
engagement function with 
external stakeholders and 
customers.

Reasonable At Average

Performance 
Management and 
Monitoring

Sub-Optimal Social Media is included only 
in passing or bundled with 
general comms activity in 
performance management 
for Comms or IT sections.

Adequate Below Average

Roles and Skills 
Definition

Sub- Optimal Social Media is mentioned 
in passing within the 
roles and skills of a highly 
limited number of teams 
and individuals in the 
organisation

Good Below Average

Service Improvement 
Cycle

Adequate A limited number of teams 
in the organisation are 
beginning to investigate and 
trial how social media can 
contribute towards Service 
Improvement

Adequate At Average

Voice of the Customer 
/ User

Reasonable The majority of teams in the 
organisation actively use 
the Voice of the Customer 
/ User in their day to day 
activities and it is becoming 
mainstreamed and expected.

Reasonable At Average
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Step Two - Use the benchmarking results to develop a tightly focussed Social 
Media Optimisation Plan.  

We have set ourselves challenging targets for each indicator to be implemented through 
a focussed Social Media Optimisation Plan.  Our aims and maturity description for each 
indicator are set out below.

Indicator Current 
Maturity 

Current Maturity 
Description

Target 
Maturity

Target Maturity 
Description

Channels and Communities - Current rating “Good” - Target rating “Optimal”

Broadcaster or 
Communitarian

Good The use of social 
media is a common 
and expected activity 
across the majority of 
functions and teams in the 
organisation. Its activities 
regularly encompass a 
Communitarian approach.

Optimal The organisation  actively 
supports and encourages 
environments and activities 
for and by its stakeholders 
and service users across 
a wide range of social 
media.  The full range of 
Broadcasting. Listening 
and Communitarian 
activities are actively 
encouraged across the 
organisation.  This includes 
activities initiated and 
owned on a day-to-day 
basis independently of the 
organisation itself, which 
are used systematically to 
inform the organisation’s 
strategies, policies and 
outcomes

Indicator Current 
Maturity 

Current Maturity 
Description

Target 
Maturity

Target Maturity 
Description

Channels and 
Communities 
Involvement

Adequate A minority of the 
organisation is a passive 
participant/observer in 
other organisations’ 
channels or communities.  
A small minority are active 
contributors, but this is 
an exception rather than 
the norm and such activity 
is tolerated rather than 
encouraged.

Optimal The organisation is publicly 
recognised as a thought 
and practice leader in the 
use of social media.  It is 
heavily involved in other 
organisations’ channels 
and communities, 
and a constant source 
of reference and 
recommendation in 
these channels and 
communities.  Activity 
and involvement in other 
channels and communities 
is actively promoted and 
rewarded across the 
organisation.

Mobile Integration Reasonable The organisation is 
investigating or developing 
plans for integrating its 
core business processes into 
mobile and social media 
capabilities.

Optima The organisation 
continually reviews, 
refines and improves its 
core business processes, 
interactions, mobile and 
social media capabilities.

Stakeholder 
Understanding

Reasonable The organisation has carried 
out a one-off exercise to 
map its existing stakeholders 
and their social media 
presences.

Optimal The organisation regularly 
reviews and updates its 
stakeholders and their 
followers and their social 
media presence to ensure 
maximum coverage and 
efficacy of its relationships.

Use of channels Adequate A limited number of teams 
in the organisation are 
beginning to use at least 
three of the following - 
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn 
and YouTube.

Optimal The organisation has a 
strong reputation as an 
exemplar in its use of 
core and extended social 
media channels.  These 
channels lie at the heart 
of the organisation’s day 
to day interaction and 
engagement with its 
stakeholders and users.
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Indicator Current 
Maturity 

Current Maturity 
Description

Target 
Maturity

Target Maturity 
Description

Content - Current rating “Good” - Target rating “Optimal”

Frequency of 
reviewing and 
updating

Adequate Content is infrequently 
reviewed, archived or 
updated as circumstances 
require or new material.

Optimal Content is continually 
reviewed, archived or 
updated as circumstances 
require or new material is 
produced.  Where material 
has been archived, old 
versions are kept for 
reference purposes.  All 
users are proactively 
alerted.

Intellectual and 
Social Capital

Reasonable The organisation encourages 
its internal staff to share 
experiences and knowledge 
through social media.

Optimal The organisation fully 
embraces the concept and 
practice of development 
of intellectual and social 
capital to inform and 
shape its insight, strategies 
and operations.

Range of content 
formats

Adequate Social Media Activity 
encompasses a growing 
range of formats - pictures 
and read-only presentations 
are the norm.  Audio and 
video broadcasts or podcasts 
are increasingly being used.

Optimal The full range of audio, 
video and interactive 
formats are exploited to 
the full.

Re-use of 
traditional material

Adequate Traditional material is 
republished by a limited 
range of teams within the 
organisation with minor 
amendment via a growing 
range of social media 
channels with ability of 
stakeholders and users to 
comment.

Optimal Traditional material is 
used within a full range of 
social media as one of a 
number of foundations to 
stimulate conversations, 
debate, amendment and 
development of ideas 
amongst and between 
stakeholders, users and 
the organisation itself.

Social Content 
Creation

Adequate A limited number of teams 
in the organisation are 
beginning to investigate and 
trial how social media can 
be used to create content 
and insights in new ways.

Optimal Social media is a highly 
regarded and valued 
capability for dynamic 
social content creation 
across communities of 
stakeholders and service 
users - and with indirect 
and direct

Indicator Current 
Maturity 

Current Maturity 
Description

Target 
Maturity

Target Maturity 
Description

Leadership and Policy- Current rating“Adequate” - Target rating “Optimal

Board Engagement Reasonable A minority of the Board 
are active users of social 
media or review outputs 
from social media.  Outputs 
and insights from social 
media are sporadically used 
at Board level, but its use 
is neither mandated nor 
actively encouraged across 
the organisation

Optimal All Board Members are 
active users of social 
media.  Outputs and 
insights from social media 
are reviewed regularly and 
systematically at Board 
level or as standing item 
on Board meetings.  Their 
outputs and insights are 
used proactively to inform 
the organisation’s core 
strategies, policies and 
stakeholder relations and 
engagement.

Inclusion in 
mainstream 
leadership 
responsibilities

Sub-
optimal

Social Media is not referred 
to in any mainstream 
leadership responsibilities 
other than in passing 
for senior heads of 
communications or IT

Optimal Promotion and use of 
social media for proactive 
engagement is included 
in all management and 
leadership responsibilities.

Integrated 
communications, 
listening, 
engagement and 
improvement

Adequate Social Media augments one 
or two of these business 
processes, but does not 
integrate them.

Optimal Social media augments 
and integrates all four of 
these business processed.

Social Media 
Strategy /
Framework

Adequate A Social Media Strategy 
/ Framework is under 
development

Optimal There is a full Social 
Media Strategy and 
Framework that is kept 
under constant review 
and amended/augmented 
as new opportunities and 
needs arise from within 
the organisation or its 
stakeholder and user 
community.

Strategic 
Alignment

Adequate Social Media is included 
within the overall strategic 
aims and goals of the 
organisation - primarily 
restricted to the Comms 
or IT functions, although 
a limited number of teams 
also include it indirectly in 
their own goals and aims.

Optimal Social media is a core tool 
and approach whereby 
the organisation engages 
with - and learns from - 
its stakeholder and user 
communities.  Insights 
gleaned are actively and 
systematically used at all 
levels of the organisation 
up to and including the 
Board.
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Indicator Current 
Maturity 

Current Maturity 
Description

Target 
Maturity

Target Maturity 
Description

Leadership and Policy- Current rating “Adequate” - Target rating “Optimal”

Organisational 
Engagement

Reasonable A wide range of the 
organisation are engaged 
across a wide variety of 
Social Media channels 
relevant to their function 
or area of activity.  These 
channels are increasingly 
seen as a core part of their 
engagement function with 
external stakeholders and 
customers.

Optimal All parts of the 
organisation and the 
majority of individuals are 
fully and actively engaged 
across a wide variety of 
internal and external 
social media channels 
relevant to their function 
or area of activity.  Their 
reputation and activity in 
these channels enhances 
their own knowledge, 
their specific reputation 
and the reputation of 
the organisation.  The 
organisation has a 
reputation for being 
a “thought leader” in 
engagement through 
social media.

Performance 
Management and 
Monitoring

Sub-
Optimal

Social Media is included only 
in passing or bundled with 
general comms activity in 
performance management 
for Comms or IT sections.

Reasonable Social media is explicitly 
and specifically included in 
performance management 
and monitoring for the 
majority of teams in the 
organisation.  Targets are 
set and performance is 
regularly assessed.

Roles and Skills 
Definition

Sub- 
Optimal

Social Media is mentioned 
in passing within the 
roles and skills of a highly 
limited number of teams 
and individuals in the 
organisation

Optimal Social media roles and 
skills are recognised 
and promoted across 
the organisation as 
a core leadership 
and engagement 
capability.  Social 
media goes far beyond 
“communications” 
functions to be included 
within the roles and skills 
expected in good practice 
strategy and policy 
development.  Training 
and personal development 
is encouraged and 
rewarded.

Indicator Current 
Maturity 

Current Maturity 
Description

Target 
Maturity

Target Maturity 
Description

Service 
Improvement 
Cycle

Adequate A limited number of teams 
in the organisation are 
beginning to investigate and 
trial how social media can 
contribute towards Service 
Improvement

Optimal Social media is a highly 
valued core capability 
used by the organisation 
throughout the end-to-
end service improvement 
cycle.  It is one of the 
main functions whereby 
the whole organisation 
understands stakeholder 
and user perceptions, 
insights and views.  A 
clear thread can be seen 
between engagement 
via social media and 
service improvement, 
development and 
innovation.

Voice of the 
Customer / User

Reasonable The majority of teams in the 
organisation actively use 
the Voice of the Customer 
/ User in their day to day 
activities and it is becoming 
mainstreamed and 
expected.

Optimal Understanding the voice 
of the customer / user 
through social media is a 
well understood priority 
for the organisation and 
is actively pursued.  The 
insights gleaned from 
the Voice of the User are 
actively and systematically 
used at all levels of the 
organisation up to and 
including Board level 
future strategies, aims and 
goals.

We will now use the results of the Capability Assessment to agree a tightly outcomes-
focussed Social Media Optimisation Plan to deliver our Maturity aims.

As a very first step, we will:
• update the Trust’s Social Media Policy;
• offer Social Media training to teams and individuals, based upon the NHS Leadership 

Academy Nye Bevan Programme module
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Step Three - Integrate social media details into our stakeholder details

We will review each stakeholder organisation and individual to identify whether the 
stakeholder has a Twitter account and, if so, whether our main Twitter account follows 
them and/or they follow us.

Going forward, wherever possible we will include social media account details in each 
new stakeholder organisation and individual we add to our records.

Step Four - Fully integrate our key stakeholders into our Twitter strategy using 
Tweetdeck.  

TweetDeck is a social media dashboard application for management of Twitter accounts. 
Like other Twitter applications it interfaces in real time with Twitter to allow users to 
send and receive tweets and view profiles. It is the most popular Twitter application of 
its kind. TweetDeck consists of a series of customisable columns, which can be set up to 
display an organisation’s own Twitter timeline, mentions, direct messages, lists, trends, 
favourites, search results, hashtags, or all tweets by or to a single user.  

We will configure Tweetdeck to show a series of columns containing tweets and activity 
by the Twitter accounts of key stakeholders.  The content of these columns is updated in 
real-time.  This means that we will be able easily to see what our main stakeholders are 
saying on social media, respond and interact with them.

Step Five - Use Find SoMeone in Health to Identify any crucial gaps in our 
Twitter followers and close our gaps.  

If there are significant gaps in the followers of our Twitter accounts - for example, a key 
local stakeholder organisation or patient group - then they and their followers will not 
see any of the content that we put out, unless it is retweeted by one of our existing 
followers.  If our followers are solely drawn from amongst the NHS ‘family’ and those 
already familiar with how the NHS works and following NHS-related accounts, we could 
be missing out on engaging with thousands of people and organisations who need it 
most.  

This could be a particular challenge when seeking to engage with Seldom Heard groups.

“Find SoMeOne in Health” is a powerful product we have procured that addresses this 
key need. It is a unique ‘Big Data’ solution that contains details of over 1 million Social 
Media accounts with the highest concentration of interest in the NHS or UK health 
policy.

Crucially, this can be ANY Twitter account - not simply those owned  and operated by 
the NHS itself or health or care related organisations.

It creates targeted searches, queries, analyses and ranked lists of Social Media accounts, 
based on criteria and topics we determine.  It deploys a series of layered algorithms, 
intelligent filters and pattern analyses to focus relentlessly on those social media 
accounts of individuals and organisations with the greatest interest and influence in the 
areas we choose.
It then analyses the results to identify those accounts which do NOT currently follow 
our Twitter account, ranked according to their number of followers and their levels of 
activity.

In this way, we can find those target accounts with the most followers, most likely to 
benefit from engaging with us and our content  - but who do not currently follow us or 
see our content.

Step Six - Use “Windows on the World” to view and engage with social media 
content and conversations happening right now in our own particular context. 

Windows on the World is an innovative web-based tool that provides real time access to 
content and conversations happening on social media: 

• configured to analyse results of any combination of social media accounts and/or 
particular topics;

• creates and presents the results on the web as interactive ‘word clouds’, grouping 
and analysing key words and phrases;

• can be embedded into an NHS organisation’s own website or accessed as a 
standalone service;

• allows users to ‘drill down’ into any word or phrase to refine and hone in on the 
analysis; and

• provides a live direct link to the underlying content and accounts creating it.

We created our first Window on the World on our public website during 2017 to 
underpin our Symphony of Hidden Voices.  Since then, we have added 

• The Healthcare Finance Window on the World - Real time content from a range of 
NHS finance social media;

• The Healthtalk Window on the World - Real time content produced by the Twitter 
accounts from NHS England, HSJ News, the Kings Find, NHS Confederation, Nuffield 
Trust and NHS Providers; and

• Together We’re Better Window on the World - Live social media feeds from Twitter 
and Facebook from key partners across the “Together We’re Better” STP.

Moving forward, we will significantly increase their number and range.



Driving Active Listening through
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Driving Active Listening through LEAP

Earlier in this Strategic Review, we introduced the concept of Active Listening. This can 
also be described as “listening and engaging for a purpose”. This includes listening to 
the views of and communicating with: 

• our service users and their carers and families; 
• our own staff;  
• local NHS and care partners;
• our partners across the local Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent Sustainability and 

Transformation Partnership, including our local government colleagues;
• local voluntary and third sectors;
• print and broadcast media;
• local businesses and employers; 
• local decision makers, elected representatives and opinion formers;
• audiences and communities active on social media; and
• regional and national audiences.

It means having a continual awareness that we don’t just listen and communicate for the 
sake of it or as an end in itself, but in order to deliver - and be seen to deliver - concrete 
outcomes and improvements in our strategies and the recovery-focussed services we 
seek to deliver for local people, incorporating their views, insights and preferences. 

Listening & Engagement Active Partnerships are a tool and an approach to help make a 
reality of Active Listening.  There are two aspects to LEAP:

• a formalised agreement between Combined Healthcare and relevant local, regional 
and national stakeholder organisations committing to inform and involve each other 
in campaigns, research activities, communications and social media activity; and

• a disciplined business process - building on the traditional ‘You said, We did’ 
approach - whereby each item of listening or feedback is analysed to identify 
whether or not something specific is being suggested or requested and - if so - 
adoption or rejection of each suggestion is logged in the Trust’s MOOD tool, tracked 
and fed back to the original proposer upon completion or rejection.

LEAP Inter-Organisational Agreements

Under a LEAP Inter-Organisational Agreement, Combined Healthcare and the partner 
organisation can choose from any one or more of the following opportunities for 
working together in partnership:

• Social media joint promotion, retweets, likes, comments;
• Sharing lists of upcoming events or campaigns ( where suitable);
• Identifying opportunities for each other’s organisations’ work to be featured and/or 

referenced in relevant activities or publications;
• Research/articles that can be shared with each other (where appropriate);
• Inform each other of Awards opportunities to which each organisation could submit 

entries;
• Identify opportunities for co-produced or co-hosted events and/or activities; and
• Supplying to each other relevant promotional material/leaflets/posters for display 

and circulation amongst each other.

The organisation and Combined Healthcare exchange a signed LEAP agreement to 
continue to support one another through the agreed partnership tasks unless and until 
asked not to continue by the other Partner.

We have created a sign-up form on our public website where any organisation can 
sign up to be a LEAP Partner.  By doing so, they are also added to a distribution list on 
Campaign Monitor, so we can keep in touch with them via targeted e-mail engagement 
campaigns.  This can be found at https://combined.nhs.uk/listening-and-engagement-
active-partnerships-leap/listening-and-engagement-active-partnerships-leap-sign-on-
form/
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LEAP Active Listening Business Process

At the heart of LEAP lies a disciplined Active Listening business process - building on the 
traditional ‘You said, We did’ approach - whereby each item of listening or feedback is 

• captured via a webform on the Trust website;
• analysed to identify whether or not something specific is being suggested or 

requested; and
• adoption or rejection of each suggestion is logged and tracked in the Trust’s MOOD 

tool and fed back to the original proposer upon completion.

This Active Listening Process is set out step-by-step below.  It shows how every item of 
listening or feedback where a specific suggestion has been made results in one of three 
outcomes:

• the individual or organisation is informed how their suggested action is already 
being done or already planned;

• the individual or organisation is informed that their action was not 
already being done or planned, but now will be; or

• the individual or organisation is thanked for their suggestion, 
but informed that it is not being taken forward, but with an 
explanation why.

The important principle is that EVERY specific suggestion receives an 
individual and specific response, rather than a generic reply.

All relevant actions being undertaken in response to suggestions 
obtained through Active Listening will be logged, tracked and analysed 
in MOOD.  This will enable Combined to better understand how far 
the Trust is already carrying out actions that are of importance to 
service users and stakeholders, as well as how quickly it is able to 
respond to their suggestions.

Moving forward, there are a number of existing methods and channels 
by which the Trust obtains feedback which are currently captured and 
analysed in the Being Open Report.  Once the Active Listening Business 
Process has been road-tested and optimised for items captured via 
the website webform, the option will be available to integrate items 
currently captured via existing business procedures covered by the 
Being Open Report, which could lead to significant improvements in its 
efficiency and efficacy. 

We have created a LEAP Active Listening form on our public website 
where any organisation can send us a comment or suggestion as part 
of this new business process - https://combined.nhs.uk/listening-and-
engagement-active-listening-form/ 
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Combined Healthcare Active Stakeholder Engagement (CHASE)

What’s the challenge?

Like a lot of organisations, more often than not, crucial knowledge and information 
about Combined’s stakeholders is duplicated or hidden from sight in users’ e-mail 
accounts, scattered directories and folders, or hundreds of spreadsheets, reports or 
presentations built up over the years.

In particular, insights and information about partners or stakeholders can typically be 
held by separate teams or divisions across the organisation or trapped in information 
silos.

Lots of organisations seek to get around this problem by subscribing to commercial 
sources of contacts, biographies and intelligence.  But the problem with this approach is 
that the information held by these commercial sources is often too generic or untargeted 
to be of optimum use and, so, misses the mark when it comes to really delivering what 
the organisation needs.  It also can represent poor value for money.

Also, organisations find it difficult to map their partner and stakeholder intelligence to 
specific services, desired results or multiple contexts and campaigns.

We look to solve this problem by:
• having all our key partner and stakeholder knowledge and information held securely 

in one place, reusable at the same time in different contexts or campaigns, many 
times over and accessible to all who need it;

• ensuring our campaign, partner and stakeholder intelligence is integrated across the 
Trust and easily understood;

• ensuring we hold only the specific targeted information about only the people or 
organisations we are interested in; and

• ensuring that our partner and stakeholder intelligence is clearly and intelligently 
mapped to specific desired results and multiple contexts and campaigns.

Dovetailing with the Trust’s new Partnering Strategy

Combined Healthcare has recently developed a new Partnering Strategy which details 
our commitment to working together with our core partners so we can have assurance 
that the services we provide meet the needs of our local population, are aligned 
to the services offered through our partners and benefit from service improvement 
opportunities which harnesses the breadth and depth of the expertise available through 
our partner network.

This Partnering Strategy sets out the principles and approaches we will use to support 
achievement of this objective.

• Our processes and mechanisms for engagement are appropriate and effective;
• Our services and use of healthcare resources are enhanced through collaboration 

with our partners; and
• Our partners have a closer, on-going relationship with the Trust, they feel involved 

and that their contribution is considered, valued and can make a difference.
 
To deliver partnership working successfully it is important to develop good formal 
and informal relationships that build trust and share responsibility, whilst respecting 
difference. To facilitate this, the Trust Partnering Strategy commits us to adopt the 
following principles in their dealings with partners:

• building trust and a mutual respect for each other’s roles and responsibilities;
• openness, honesty and transparency in communications;
• a top level commitment;
• a positive and constructive approach;
• commitment to work with and learn from each other;
• early discussion of emerging issues and maintaining dialogue on policy and 

priorities;
• commitment to ensuring high quality outcomes;
• where appropriate, confidentiality and agreed external positions;
• making the best use of resources; and
• ensuring a “no surprise” culture.

How we will work together with the Partnerships and Strategy team

The Communications and Engagement Team will work together and support the Board 
and the Partnerships and Strategy Team to jointly deliver the Partnering Strategy as part 
of our new CHASE programme.  High level responsibilities will be:

The Board 
• When attending events or networking with key stakeholders, promote and position 

NSCHT using our core messages &/or specific briefings provided by staff. 
• Nominate Board level and/or sub-Board level leads to represent NSCHT with specific 

partners
• Provide regular focus and scrutiny on progress with and the effectiveness of 

partnership working through the Board, the Board Assurance Framework, and 
relevant Committees 

• Lead by example in the promotion of core messages internally and externally 
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Campaign and Marketing managers can use MOOD to:
• bring together and manage all campaign knowledge and intelligence in one place
• update campaign target details once and know they automatically updated 

everywhere they are used;
• build and present campaign messages and map them individually to individuals, 

organisations or groups;
• use a specific visual mapping tool, called Desired Outcome Tracker to map and 

understand the current state of campaign progress, success and priorities; and
• track and manage campaign tasks and activities, combining internal and external 

teams’ activity.

Public Affairs Managers can use MOOD to:
• collate and integrate political stakeholder knowledge normally spread across 

multiple sources (e.g. Political or Organisational websites, Parliament.uk, DOD 
Online, Eurosource...);

• add organisation-specific intelligence (e.g. sites of services or operations, areas 
benefiting from organisational activity, or investment); and

• hone in on tailored sub-sets of that knowledge tightly focussed on the specific 
context and needs of the specific organisation (e.g. where it currently has operations 
or customers or where it wants to build a business development strategy

Examples of MOOD in action

A high-profile UK train operator accessed details of local political, economic, business, 
tourism and environmental stakeholders, mapped to their stations - to generate bespoke 
mailings and communications messages. This proved invaluable in swiftly getting 
targeted local information to key stakeholders and opinion formers at a time of major 
network disruption in the run up to Christmas. The company’s competitors failed to do 
so and suffered significant reputational damage.

A major environmental campaigning organisation was able to use a MOOD Desired 
Outcome Tracker to objectively and rigorously analyse the relative strength of 
influence and opinions of its supporters and opponents concerning a major transport 
infrastructure proposal.  This included decision makers, policy makers, stakeholders, 
influencers and opinion formers -This helped it design and target its campaigning efforts 
successfully with dramatic results.

Partnerships & Strategy Team
• Monitor the effectiveness, of engagement across our priority partners 
• Coordinate regular reports on progress in each of the priority areas for Board, 

Management board and relevant Committees. 
• Develop, populate and keep up to date a trust wide partnership matrix
• Systemically use and review the list of core partners and our approaches in order to 

be proactive our relationships  
• Record engagements to monitor our performance and impact 
• Input to events, meetings and networks to follow through on specific plans. 
• Regularly review opportunities for influence identified as a result of networking and 

horizon scanning. 
• Lead by example in the promotion of key messages internally and externally 

The Communications and Engagement Team
• Ensure our stakeholder and partner knowledge and information is maintained and 

kept up to date in an integrated fashion;
• Support the Partnerships and Strategy Team to enable them to update Trust wide 

partner and stakeholder intelligence;
• Develop and manage the trust-wide partnership matrix as an integrated component 

of our wider CHASE programme;
• Ensure that insights and knowledge gleaned from across the Trust’s wider 

engagement activities are made available to the Partnerships and Strategy Team to 
further enrich Partnering Strategy activity and effectiveness.

Using MOOD tool to underpin the integrated CHASE Programme, Partnering Strategy 
and Diversity and Inclusion Strategy.

Combined Healthcare has recently adopted and licensed MOOD as a powerful business 
analysis and stakeholder management solution.  Mood delivers in one integrated 
package:

• A customer and stakeholder relationship management system;
• A polling and presentational tool;
• A policy and service pathways analyser;
• A strategy planner and delivery monitor; and 
• A campaign designer and organiser.

Stakeholder and Engagement managers can use MOOD to:
• bring together and manage all stakeholder knowledge and intelligence in one place 

- with individual pages for each stakeholder person and organisation;
• update stakeholder details once and know that they are automatically updated 

everywhere they are used;
• build and present hierarchical message frameworks and apply them intelligently to 

individuals, organisations or groups;
• produce any number of targeted mailing and contact lists, with tailored messages 

for each audience; 
• track and manage stakeholder interactions, combining internal and external comms 

activity; and
• intelligently analyse and track our engagement with Seldom Heard groups as part of 

our Diversity and Inclusion Strategy. 
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Partnerships and Relationship Manager

We will build a Combined CHASE Partnerships and Relationship Manager tool in MOOD.  

This will display key information about each of our stakeholders, which we will build 
up through desktop research and conversations with Trust leaders and managers and in 
close collaboration with the Partnerships and Strategy Team.  

An example of an individual page from MOOD Relationship Manager in a transport 
context is shown below:

We will develop similar  Partnership and Relationship Manager pages for each of our key 
stakeholder organisations and individuals.  This will be informed by:

• our stakeholder analysis set out in the previous section in this Review on Strategic 
Shift; and

• the analysis undertaken by the Partnerships and Strategy Team to develop the 
Partnering Strategy.

We will build the pages to include key knowledge and measures including:
• biographical details (where appropriate)
• roles and positions held;
• details of recent activity, events and engagement meetings and activities with 

Combined;
• reasons for interest to Combined;
• influence over decisions, strategies and services involving the Trust;
• degree of support for our perspectives; and
• strength of our relationship.

We will also capture on these pages the names of individuals carrying out in respect of 
each organisation or individual the following roles included in the Trust’s new Partnering 
Strategy.  We will regularly make available to each of these individuals the most up to 
date Trust-wide knowledge and information about those for whom they play a role.

Role Partnering Strategy Description
Champion An individual (or several individuals) who 

promote the partnership using their 
personal / professional reputation and 
/ or role to give the partnership greater 
authority or profile

Broker/Intermediary An individual selected (either from one of 
the partner organisations or from outside 
the partnership) to act on behalf of the 
partners to build and strengthen the 
partnership especially in its early stages

Manager An individual appointed by the 
partnership on a paid basis to manage 
the partnership and / or the partnership 
project – especially once the partnership is 
established and is at the stage of project 
implementation

Facilitator An individual (usually external to the 
partnership) appointed to manage a 
specific aspect of the partnering process 
(e.g. a meeting set up to deal with a 
particular issue facing the partner group)

Promoter An individual, most likely a member of the 
partnership, who acts as an advocate for 
the partnership to others – a “champion” 
who argues the merits of the partnership 
on the basis of its track record rather than 
their own personal reputation
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Desired Outcome Trackers

MOOD includes the ability to manage and present any number of “Desired Outcome 
Trackers”.  These provide matrix visual representations of selected key partner 
stakeholder individuals and organisations, showing the current state of our Trust-wide 
partner and stakeholder understanding in real time. 

As a first step, we will use the Desired Outcome Tracker tool to build the new Partnering 
Strategy Matrix

It will plot each person and/or organisation on a 12 x 7 view of 2 indicators:
• their degree of support or opposition for our perspective; and
• their degree of Influence over decisions, strategies and services affecting the Trust

Multiplying these two indicators together will provide for each person or organisation 
their unique CHASE score.

We will be able to use this visual matrix to support the Partnerships and Strategy Team 
by helping them to identify where we need to concentrate our relationship building 
efforts, as well as tracking over time their development and strengthening.

We will, over time, develop further Desired Outcome Trackers for use in other business 
contexts, for example engagement with Seldom Heard Groups. 

Integration with wider communications and engagement activities and strategy

Because we are using the MOOD tool to capture our wider communications and 
engagement activities - including being the data repository for our events planning, our 
LEAP Active Listening Programme, and the Trust’s Inclusion Action Plan - our integrated 
CHASE programme and Partnering Strategy will be fully integrated into our wider 
communications and engagement activities and strategies, including our Diversity and 
Inclusion Strategy.


